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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
HELD
SEPTEMBER 24, 2012
AT BARUCH COLLEGE VERTICAL CAMPUS
55 LEXINGTON AVENUE – BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
The Chairperson called the meeting to order at 4:32 P.M.
There were present:
Benno Schmidt, Chairperson
Philip Alfonso Berry, Vice Chairperson
Valerie Lancaster Beal
Rita DiMartino
Freida D. Foster
Judah Gribetz
Joseph J. Lhota
Hugo M. Morales

Brian D. Obergfell
Peter S. Pantaleo
Kathleen M. Pesile
Carol A. Robles-Roman
Charles A. Shorter
Jeffrey S. Wiesenfeld

Terrence F. Martell, ex officio (non-voting)
Frederick P. Schaffer, General Counsel and Senior Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs
Jay Hershenson, Secretary and Senior Vice Chancellor for University Relations
Hourig Messerlian, Deputy to the Secretary
Towanda Lewis
Steven Quinn
Anthony Vargas
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein
EVC and University Provost Alexandra Logue
Executive Vice Chancellor and C.O.O. Allan H. Dobrin
Interim President Diane B. Call
President Lisa S. Coico
President Scott E. Evenbeck
President Ricardo Fernandez
Interim President William J. Fritz
President Karen L. Gould
President Russell K. Hotzler
President Carole Berotte Joseph
President Marcia V. Keizs
President William P. Kelly
President Gail O. Mellow
President James L. Muyskens
President Antonio Pérez

President Regina Peruggi
President William L. Pollard
President Jennifer Raab
President Jeremy Travis
President Mitchel Wallerstein
Dean Michelle Anderson
Dean Ann Kirschner
Senior Vice Chancellor Marc V. Shaw
Vice Chancellor Frank D. Sánchez
Vice Chancellor Pamela Silverblatt
Vice Chancellor Gillian Small
Vice Chancellor Gloriana Waters
Vice Chancellor Iris Weinshall
Associate Vice Chancellor Matthew Sapienza
Senior University Dean John Mogulescu
RF President Richard F. Rothbard

The absence of Trustees Wellington Z. Chen and Kafui K. Kouakou was excused.
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Chairperson Benno Schmidt called the meeting to order, and stated that the Board will go into Executive Session to
discuss legal matters after the conclusion of the Public meeting. He announced that the following notice would be
entered into the record of this Public meeting:
“The meetings of the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York are open to the public,
and the Board welcomes the interest of those who attend. The public has ample opportunity to
communicate with the Board. Public hearings on the Board’s policy calendar are scheduled one
week prior to the Board’s regular meetings and members of the public who wish to communicate
with the Board are invited to express their views at such public hearings. Furthermore, the Board
holds additional public hearings each year in all of the five boroughs at which members of the
public may also speak. In addition, written communications to the Board are distributed to all
Trustees.
The Board must carry out the functions assigned to it by law and therefore will not tolerate conduct
by members of the public that disrupts its meetings. In the event of disruptions, including noise
which interferes with Board discussion, after appropriate warning, the Chairman will ask the
security staff to remove persons engaging in disruptive conduct. The University may seek
disciplinary and/or criminal sanctions against persons who engage in conduct that violates the
University’s rules or State laws which prohibit interference with the work of public bodies.”
A. VIDEOTAPING OF BOARD MEETING: Chairperson Schmidt announced that as usual CUNY-TV is making
available this important community service by transmitting the Public Session of this afternoon’s meeting of the
Board of Trustees live on cable Channel 75. The meeting is also being webcast live and can be accessed by going
to www.cuny.edu. The Public Session of this afternoon’s Board meeting will be available as a podcast within 24 hours
and can be accessed through the CUNY website.
Chairperson Schmidt stated that he would like to extend a warm welcome to College of Staten Island Interim
President William Fritz, who hit the ground running on August 15th. We look forward to working with you this year,
President Fritz.
Chairperson Schmidt stated that on behalf of the Board, he would like to congratulate Trustee Kathleen M. Pesile
who will receive the Association of Community College Trustees’ 2012 Regional Award on October 12th. Trustee
Pesile has been a dedicated member of the ACCT since 1999, serving on key committees for multiple terms. She is
also an active participant in the Association's National Legislative Summits in Washington, D.C. Trustee Pesile is a
finalist for the Association-wide Leadership Award and continues to represent this Board with great distinction.
Congratulations are also in order for Trustee Wellington Chen who was recently appointed by the Governor to the
New York City Economic Development Council.
Chairperson Schmidt stated that the Board held its rescheduled Manhattan Borough Hearing on Wednesday
September 19, 2012. Trustee Frieda Foster chaired the hearing which was also attended by Trustees Rita
DiMartino, Kafui Kouakou and Terrence Martell, members of the chancellery and the Manhattan College
presidents or their representatives. A summary of this proceeding has been circulated to the Trustees and to the
Chancellor's cabinet and a transcript is available in the Office of the Secretary.
Chairperson Schmidt stated that he would like to extend his deepest condolences to the family of Dr. Anne A.
Paolucci who passed away on July 15th. Dr. Paolucci was a devoted member of the CUNY Board of Trustees
starting in 1996, and served as its chairperson from 1997 to 1999. We extend our heartfelt condolences as well to the
family of former York College President Milton Bassin, who died on August 13th. He served as York's indefatigable
president from 1971 until his retirement in 1991. They will both be missed.
Chairperson Schmidt stated that he also would like to take a few moments to put on the public record some
information about the high level of commitments our Chancellor currently is making at the top levels of our state and
city governments. It is important that we take note, not only as a recognition of his significant accomplishments, but
also as a reflection of how the CUNY system is increasingly perceived as a valuable resource of expertise and
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knowledge.
At the state level, by appointment of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo, Chancellor Goldstein serves as co-chair of the
New York City Regional Economic Development Council. Governor Cuomo created ten Regional Councils last year
to develop long-term strategic plans for economic growth for their regions. These councils are public-private
partnerships made up of local experts and stakeholders from business, academia, local government, and nongovernmental organizations. Chancellor Goldstein has chaired every meeting of the council to date. A progress
report is available on the Governor's website and as co-chair of the New York City Regional Council, the Chancellor
is a member of the statewide Chairman's Committee, chaired by Lieutenant Governor Robert Duffy.
Chancellor Goldstein is also a member of a Technology, Commercialization & Entrepreneurialism Workgroup of the
statewide Chairman's Committee, whose charge is to assemble and share best practices of both public and private
institutions; actively encourage knowledge transfers between the academy with business and industry; find ways to
translate academic research and innovation into commercial production; and actively link available capital to the
entire risk spectrum of startup and early stage companies.
Also by appointment of Governor Cuomo, Chancellor Goldstein is a member of the New NY Education Reform
Commission. The commission is examining the current structure of the state's education system through the lens of
what is in the best interest of our students; it is reviewing New York State's entire system, including its structure,
operation and processes, with the goal of uncovering successful models and strategies and developing long-term
efficiencies to improve student outcomes. Chancellor Goldstein is a member of this commission's Workgroup on
Teacher and Principal Quality and District Leadership, whose charge is to examine factors in preparing, recruiting,
training, and retaining high quality teachers and principals, as well as district leadership to improve student outcomes.
The Chancellor was also asked by State Education Commissioner John King to serve as New York State's
representative on the Advisory Committee on College Readiness (ACCR) of the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC). PARCC is a national consortium of twenty-three states plus the U.S.
Virgin Islands working together to develop a common set of K-12 assessments in English and math anchored in what
it takes to be truly ready for college level work.
At the city level, at the New Community College Convocation on August 20, 2012, Chancellor Goldstein presented
Mayor Michael Bloomberg with the CUNY Chancellor's Medal, the highest executive honor the University can bestow.
It is an honor rarely given and acknowledges exemplary achievement by those whose contributions to society have
been transformative. The medal was given to the Mayor in recognition of his singular efforts to ensure an accessible,
high-quality education to all New Yorkers, and his longtime support of the community college mission.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank Chancellor Matthew Goldstein, for representing this University with
such distinction and purpose at the highest levels of our state and municipal governments.
Chairperson Schmidt stated that on behalf of the Board, he would like to welcome Hunter College Music Studies
senior and 2012 London Paralympian Gold Medalist Patrick Anderson who is here with us this afternoon. Mr.
Anderson is widely regarded as one of the best wheelchair basketball players in the entire world. He took a break
from his music studies at Hunter where he has one semester left, to lead Canada's wheelchair basketball team to
their third gold medal in the last four Paralympic games. Copies of some newspaper articles about his
accomplishments are at your place. Congratulations Mr. Anderson.
Statement of Patrick Anderson:
Thanks. I do not speak half as well as I play basketball, but I appreciate the chance to say a few words. I brought my
medal, however I do not know if there is time to pass it around, but it greases some wheels sometimes and helps me
get through some doors. I also left my wheelchair at home as I am walking on prosthetics today in case there is any
confusion. I just wanted to thank Hunter College. The Paralympics is very much about nationalism, and a lot of flag
waving. I represent Canada, and while I was over there I started getting emails from Hunter College that the
president, as well as others, were following and supporting our success and that meant a lot, which really broadened
our perspective. I went to school at the University of Illinois with a basketball scholarship many years ago so I am
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familiar with the fact that I am not just representing Canada, I represent other people, institutions, and places that I
have passed through where people have offered their support one way or another and Hunter College definitely
meets that criteria. Last year, when I was studying at Hunter, the accessibility of professors was very helpful in
keeping me abreast of things as I was off traveling.
On a personal level, it is very gratifying to know that people, as well as Hunter College are behind me. If I can say
one more thing beyond the personal level, I came out of retirement mostly because I was hearing word from London
eighteen months ago that the Paralympic movement was going to be a real milestone. I do not know how many
people have given any thought to the Paralympics in itself, but I wanted a chance to represent the Paralympic
movement. It was really not so much about personal achievement, as knowing that the Paralympic movement would
have a certain platform that we have not enjoyed before, especially in the UK. The big BBC was approached by this
little channel company that said we want to broadcast the Paralympics and we think we can get Britain excited about
the Paralympics in its own right rather than an afterthought with the Olympics. When I heard that it just sort of got the
ball rolling, I wanted to be there for that moment. It was a milestone. Personally I feel the Paralympic movement is
strong. I think that a strong Paralympic movement is valuable for communities within society, a really good thing for
people, not just for people with disabilities worldwide. I see this as strength in the Paralympic movement, but I am
here just to celebrate this with you and I appreciate the acknowledgement very much.
B.

COLLEGE AND FACULTY HONORS: Chairperson Schmidt called on Trustee Valerie Lancaster Beal, who
announced the following:

1.

Queens College Professor of Psychology Susan Croll received such high ratings from her students at
ratemyprofessors.com that mtvU filmed her on campus this summer while she was lecturing a class. The clip will
be seen on mtvU’s “Best Class Ever” program, which reaches more than 750 campuses and 9 million students in
this country. Congratulations!

2.

The CUNY Academic Commons, a faculty-led project team at the Graduate School and University Center was
awarded the 2012 Sloan C Effective Practice Award for Institutional Commitment and Scale at the Sloan
Consortium’s Emerging Technologies Conference this past July in recognition of practices that provide evidence
of innovation and replicability. These practices advance the goal of access, learning effectiveness, faculty and
student satisfaction, and scalability. The core team members include George Otte, University Director of
Academic Technology, and faculty member at The Graduate Center; Matthew K. Gold, faculty member at
NYCTech and The Graduate Center; Michael Smith, faculty at BMCC; and Christopher Stein, faculty at York
College. Congratulations!

3.

Kingsborough Community College Biological Sciences Professor and Chairperson Loretta Brancaccio-Taras
was one of forty Vision and Change Leadership fellows selected by the Partnership for Undergraduate Sciences
Education (PULSE) Program. PULSE is a joint initiative of the National Science Foundation, Howard Hughes
Medical Institute and the National Institutes of Health. Congratulations!

C. STUDENT AND ALUMNI HONORS:
announced the following:

Chairperson Schmidt called on Trustee Katheen M. Pesile, who

1.

College of Staten Island student Evelyn Okeke was one of thirty-seven biological science and engineering
students of color nationwide to be awarded a scholarship to study for a career in biomedical research. The
awards are supported by the United Negro College Fund/Merck Science Initiative. Congratulations!

2.

Medgar Evers College student, Lissette Ortiz was selected as a fellow for the National Dominican American
Council and Dominican American National Roundtable’s 2012 National Youth Fellowship Program in
Washington, D.C. this past summer. There she met with former Medgar Evers College and Lehman College
student Elias Alcantara who is now working for the White House. Congratulations!
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D. GRANTS: Chairperson Schmidt presented for inclusion in the record the following list of grants and bequests
of $100,000 or above received by the University subsequent to the June 25, 2012 Board meeting.
BARUCH COLLEGE
1.

$105,000

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY to Jamal Jalilian-Marian, for “High Energy
QCD in Heavy-Iron collisions.”

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1.

$1,346,990

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Carin Savage, for “Institutional
Improvement.”

2.

$118,147

NEW YORK CITY HUMAN RESOURCE ADMINISTRATION to Barbara Martin, for “Student
Support.”

BROOKLYN COLLEGE
1.

$392,500

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Andrew Delamater, for “SCORE (SC1): A MultiComponent Approach to Extinction in Pavlovian Learning.”

2.

$388,575

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Alexander Greer, for “SC1: Site-Specific Delivery of
Photosensitizer and Singlet Oxygen in Vivo.”

3.

$362,002

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Peter Lipke, for “R01: A Role for Amyloids in ForceDependent Activation of Cell Adhesion.”

4.

$341,475

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Anthony Sclafani, for “Carbohydrate Appetite, Fat
Appetite and Obesity.”

5.

$214,895

DONALD DANFORTH PLANT SCIENCE CENTER to Juergen Polle, for “National Alliance for
Advanced Biofuels and Bioproducts.”

6.

$160,557

BIOTHERA INC. to Peter Lipke, for “Proprietary Yeast Strain Development.”

7.

$157,000

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Paul Forlano, for “Steroid-Catecholamine-Brain
Interactions in Auditory-Driven Social Behavior.”

8.

$155,430

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Laura Juszczak, for “Spectroscopic Markets for
Blue-Fluorescing Tryptophan in Proteins.”

9.

$152,052

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Laurie Rubel, for “CAREER: Teacher Learning
Communities: Centering the Teaching of Mathematics on Urban Youth.”

10.

$116,573

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to James Nishiura, for “Genetic Analysis of Mosquito.”

11.

$116,573

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Kathleen Axen, for “Metabolic Effects of Very LowCarbohydrate Weight Reduction Diets on Obese Rats.”

CENTRAL OFFICE
1.

$335,450

SPENCER FOUNDATION to Alexandra W. Logue and Mari Watanabe-Rose
“Mainstreaming Mathematics Remedial Students: A Random Assignment Experiment.”

for

CITY COLLEGE
1.

$3,500,000

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION to Reza M. Khanbilvardi, for
“Financial Assistance to Establish Five Cooperative Science Centers at Minority Serving
Institutions.”
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2.

$600,000

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION to YingLi Tian and Jizhong Xiao,
for “Intelligent Situation Awareness and Navigation Aid for Visually Impaired Persons.”

3.

$450,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Yael Wyner, for “Unifying Love: Placing Urban Tree
Diversity in an Evolutionary Context.”

4.

$440,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Lane Gilchrist, Steven Nicoll, Raymond Tu, and
Sihong Wang, for “Biomimetic Ligand Display in Proteolipobead Hybrid Matrices to Direct
Stem Cell Chondrogenesis.”

5.

$407,888

NEW YORK CITY HUMAN RESOURCE ADMINISTRATION to Sharon Mackey-McGee, for
“Poised for Success.”

6.

$383,634

VARIOUS to Vincent Boudreau, for “Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies.”

7.

$343,035

NATIONAL INSTITUTES HEALTH to Paul Gottlieb, for “The Molecular Structure of the RNA
Polymerase Portal of a Bacteriophage-Reovirus.”

8.

$312,990

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Luis Cardoso, Stephen Cowin, Adrian RodriguezContreras, Ali Sadegh, and Sang-Woo Seo, for “MRI: Acquisition of a High Resolution in Vivo
Micro-Imaging Ultrasound System for Research at The City College of New York.”

9.

$301,807

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Yuri Job and Karen Witherspoon, for
“Upward Bound.”

10.

$300,417

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Christine Li, for “Role of APL-1, a C. Elegans
Protein Related to Human Amyloid Precursor Protein.”

11.

$236,010

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Jonathan Levitt, for “MARC Undergraduate Student
Training in Academic Research (U-STAR) National Research Service Award (NRSA)
Institutional Research Training Grant (T34).”

12.

$231,700

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION to Kyle McDonald, for
“Vegetation Phenology Assessment using Satellite Radar Remote Sensing: Global Monitoring
of Daily and Seasonal Changes in Canopy Structure and Water…”

13.

$221,760

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Adrian Rodriguez-Contreras, for “Activity of
Neuronal Ensembles during Development of Tonotopic Maps in the Auditory System.”

14.

$190,190

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Mahesh Lakshman, for “Synthetic Methodology to
Access Novel Antivirals.”

15.

$160,292

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Itzhak Mano, for “A System Perspectives on Uptake
of the Neurotransmitter Glutamate in C. Elegans.”

16.

$152,460

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Bingmei Fu, for “Tumor Cell Arrest and Adhesion in
the Microcirculation.”

17.

$134,981

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION to Nir Krakauer, for
“Application of Evapotranspiration and Soil Moisture Remote Sensing Products to Enhance
Hydrological Modeling for Decision Support in the New York…”

18.

$132,199

NEW YORK CITY MAYORS OFFICE to Sharon Mackey-McGee, for “Adult Literacy Program.”

19.

$124,361

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Lucas Parra and Marom Bikson, for “CRCNS:
Effects of Weak Applied Currents on Memory Consolidation during Sleep.”

20.

$114,345

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Mark Steinberg, for “Activation of the Cyclin D1
Promoter by Arsenite.”

21.

$114,145

NEW YORK STATE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION to C.
Kamga, for “CUNY Building Performance Laboratory.”
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22.

$110,103

A. EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE to Ruth Stark, for “Biology of Fungal Melanin.”

23.

$110,000

NEW YORK CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY to Sharon Mackey-McGee, for “NYC Connected
Communities Program.”

24.

$104,181

STX SHIPBUILDING CO, LTD to Jae Lee, for “Process Intensification by Integrating of
Reaction and Separation.”

25.

$100,000

CORNING INC to Robert Alfano, for “Twisted Light – Phase 8: Overcoming Fundamental
Limitations in Various Application of Structured Light.”

26.

$100,000

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION to Kyle McDonald, for
“Development of a Satellite-Based Terrestrial Carbon Flux Model in Support of SMAP Carbon
Cycle Science.”

27.

$100,000

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION to Kyle McDonald, for
“Development of a Satellite-Based Terrestrial Carbon Flux Model in Support of SMAP Carbon
Cycle Science.”

28.

$100,000

PROCTER & GAMBLE to Steven Nicoll, for “Injectable Cellulose Hydrogels for the Localized
Delivery of Mineralizing Agents to the Oral Cavity of CCNY.”

29.

$100,000

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION to Robert Paaswell, for
“Assistance with Financial Planning in the Current 2010-2035 Regional Transportation Plan.”

GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER
1.

$125,582

NEW YORK CITY OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT for “CUNY School of
Professional Studies to Manage and Expand the Online Training Program.”

HUNTER COLLEGE
1.

$2,610,673

PHS/NIH/DIVISION OF RESEARCH RESOURCES to Robert Dottin and Jesus Angulo, for
“Research Center in Minority Institutions: Center for Gene Structure and Function.”

2.

$1,418,439

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Victoria Luine, for
“Research Initiative for Scientific Enhancement (RISE) Program.”

3.

$655,270

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE to Jeffrey Parsons, for “Multicompnent
Intervention to Reduce Sexual Risk and Substance Abuse.”

4.

$611,205

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Elizabeth Cardoso, for “MIND Alliance for Minority
Students with Disabilities in Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics.”

5.

$575,521

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE to Jeffrey Parsons, for “Intervention
Targeting Substance Abuse Using Older Adults with HIV.”

6.

$521,956

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH to Sarit Golub, for “Impact of PrEP
Messaging on Comprehension, Acceptability and Risk among MSM.”

7.

$487,719

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Jayne Raper, for “Basic Mechanisms Underlying
Species-Specific Trypanosome Resistance.”

8.

$425,587

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION to Der-lin Chao, for “A Domestic Chinese
Language Program Under the Language Flagship, An Initiative of the National Security
Education Program.”

9.

$360,000

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH to Marie Filbin, for “Spinal Cord Injury
Research Board Program.”

10.

$300,960

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Paul Feinstein, for
“Regulation of Odorant Receptor Gene Expression.”
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11.

$280,669

JOSIAH MACY, JR. FOUNDATION to Joyce Griffin-Sobel, for “Developing Transdisciplinary
Education at Cornell Hunter (ITEACH).”

12.

$278,616

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Mitchell Goldfarb,
for “VGSC Modulation by FHFs: Neural Functions & Mechanisms.”

13.

$264,599

HHS/HEALTH RESOURCES SERVICES ADMINISTRATION to Joyce Griffin-Sobel, for “New
York City Education Consortium in Technology.”

14.

$215,857

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Diana Bratu, for “CAREER: Characterization of
Translation Silencing Complexes during Oskar mRNA Transport & Localization.”

15.

$215,397

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Vita Rabinowitz, Annemarie Nicols-Grinenko, Joan
Lambe, and Nancy Greenbaum, for “Building and integrated Identification, Engagement &
Assessment Infrastructure for STEM Enrichment Programs.”

16.

$215,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Dixie Goss, for “Functional Role of BYDV 3’ RNA
Translation Enhancer Element.”

17.

$180,000

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY to Steven Greenbaum, for “Spectroscopic
Study of Materials for Electrochemical Energy Storage.”

18.

$180,000

ROBIN HOOD FOUNDATION to Roger Sherwood, for “Project for Return & Opportunities in
Veterans Education.”

19.

$168,866

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Mande Holford, for “Development of a Teretoxin
Neuropeptide.”

20.

$167,425

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Derrick Brazill, for
“Minority Access to Research Careers.”

21.

$153,000

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Shengping Zheng,
for “Total Synthesis of AntiCancer Agent Strongylophorine-26 Directed to Understanding
Structural Requirements.”

22.

$153,000

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Hyungsik Lim, for
“Visualization of In Vivo Myelin Architecture Using Nonlinear Microscopy.”

23.

$148,327

MOUNT SINAI/NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH to Jack
Caravanos, for “Educational Resource Center: Industrial Hygiene.”

24.

$146,640

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE to Brooke Wells, for “A Theoretically
Driven Study of Substance Use and HIV Decision-Making.”

25.

$143,333

TEACH FOR AMERICA to Carla Asher, for “Graduate Educational Services.”

26.

$139,375

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN to Jennifer Dowd, for “Biodemography of Health, Social
Factors.”

27.

$125,760

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT to Diana
Romero, for “Fertility & Disadvantage among Low-Income Adults: A Mixed Methods
Approach.”

28.

$124,889

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Weigang Qiu,
Adrienne Alaie-Petrillo, and Virginia Teller, for “Curricular & Pedagogical Innovation in
Quantitative Biology.”

29.

$120,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Yujia Xu, for “Microunfolding of the Collagen Triple
Helix, It’s Implications in Fibril Assembly of Collagen, & the Triple Helix as Templates for
Nanoapplications.”

30.

$120,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Thomas Preuss, for “Multimodal Integration in a
Decision-Making Neuron.”
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31.

$116,289

SOCIETY OF FAMILY PLANNING RESEARCH FUND to Heidi Jones, for “Third CrossSectional Survey of Abortion Providers in the United States and Canada.”

32.

$115,370

YESHIVA UNIVERSITY/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Jeffrey Parsons, for
“Intervention Development for social Stress, Mental Health and HIV Risk Among MSM.”

33.

$114,750

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Diego Loayza, for
“Roles of Lim Domain Proteins TRIP6 and LPP at Telomeres.”

34.

$112,860

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES to Akira Kawamura,
for “Structural Requirements for Immunostimulation by Plant Lipids.”

35.

$112,860

PHS/NIH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ALLERGY & INFECTIOUS DISEASES to Patricia
Ryan, for “Factors that Influence Susceptibility to Acute Streptococcal Pharyngitis.”

JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
1.

$600,000

THE JOHN D. AND CATHERINE T. MACARTHUR FOUNDATION to David Kennedy, for
“Project that Aims to Significantly Reduce Serious Violence in the City of Chicago.”

2.

$349,571

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Louis Guinta, for “Vocational Education
Program (PERKINS IV).”

3.

$291,340

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR-BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRSOFFICE OF JUSTICE SERVICES to David Kennedy, for “Project Designed to Adapt Violence
Reduction…”

4.

$264,811

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH-NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON MINORITY HEALTH
AND HEALTH DISPARITIES to Jeremy Travis, Jeffrey Mellow, and Hung-En Sung, for
“Project to Build Research Infrastructure and Capacity (BRIC) that Integrates Public Health
Research and Criminal Justice Policy Analysis.”

KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1.

$6,226,194

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR to Babette Audant, for “CUNY PATH.”

2.

$991,785

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Lawrence Pero, for “12 Perkins.”

3.

$418,000

ROBIN HOOD FOUNDATION to Marissa Schlesinger, for “Opening Doors Learning
Communities.”

4.

$105,226

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Gary Sarinsky, for “Collegiate Science
and Technology Entry Program.”

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1.

$1,395,960

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF SMALL BUSINESS SERVICES to Jane Schulman and
Shannon Bryant, for “Health Sector Center.”

2.

$627,397

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Samuel Farrell, for “CUNY Catch.”

3.

$604,040

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF SMALL BUSINESS SERVICES to Shannon Bryant, for
“Health Care Sector Center.”

4.

$598,901

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Amy Dalsimer, for “Workforce
Investment Act.”

5.

$420,549

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to John Hunt, for “English Language/Civics
Education.”
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6.

$360,000

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION to Samuel Farrell and John Chiarkas, for
“Young Adults Justice Program.”

7.

$341,833

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT to Adjoa
Gzifa, for “Young Adult Internship Programs (YAIP).”

8.

$341,585

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT to Adjoa
Gzifa, for “Summer Youth Employment (SYEP).”

9.

$302,554

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Bret Eynon and Ros Orgel, for
“Enhancing Career and Technical Education through Curriculum Revision and Incorporating
Technology.”

10.

$224,000

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION/OFFICE OF SMALL AND
DISADVANTAGE to Elizabeth Perdomo, for “Northeast Region SBTRC.”

11.

$212,438

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Loretta Capuano, for “Student
Information Center (PERKINS).”

12.

$200,000

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to John Hunt and Jane Schulman, for
“Center for Immigrant Adult Literacy & Basic Adult Education.”

13.

$177,996

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF SMALL BUSINESS to Shannon Bryant and John Hunt,
for “ELL-NCLEX.”

14.

$165,000

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Sean Galvin, for “Science and
Technology Entry Program (STEP).”

15.

$153,841

NEW YORK CITY OFFICE OF THE MAYOR to Amy Dalsimer, for “Adult Literacy Program.”

16.

$148,247

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Beth Lord, for “Job Development
Center (PERKINS).”

17.

$144,320

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Sarah Durand, for “C-STEP.”

18.

$132,236

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Theresia Litvay-Sardou, for
“Computer Tech Labs (PERKINS).”

19.

$122,119

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Claudia Baldonedo and Judith
Gazzola, for “Job Placement (PERKINS).”

20.

$115,248

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Joyce Zaritsky and Andi Toce, for
“Academic Peer Instruction (Perkins).”

LEHMAN COLLEGE
1.

$1,328,155

UNITES STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Herminio Martinez, for “Gaining Early
Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs – Bronx GEAR UP.”

2.

$219,999

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Zhi-Liang Zheng, for “Genetic and Biochemical
Dissection of Plant Sulfate Tranceptor.”

3.

$176,750

NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICE to Dawn Barton, for
“Federal Childcare Development.”

4.

$163,000

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Stephen Redenti, for “Microvesicle Genetic
Signaling Between Stem Cells, Retinal Neurons and Glia.”

5.

$157,129

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Marcie Wolfe, for “Literacy and
Professional Development.”

6.

$135,070

NEW YORK CITY OFFICE OF THE MAYOR to Marcie Wolfe, for “Lehman College Adult
Learning Center.”
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7.

$134,500

TOYOTA USA FOUNDATION to Herminio Martinez, for “The ENLACE Latino Collegiate
Society Program in Math and Science.”

8.

$120,917

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT FO EDUCATION to Marcie Wolfe, for “Professional
Development for School Leaders and Teachers.”

9.

$105,326

HOSPITAL LEAGUE, LOCAL 1199 to Marzie Jafari, for “Healthcare Careers Core
Curriculum/Certificate in Alcohol and Substance Abuse Counseling.”

10.

$101,250

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT to Anne
Rothstein, for “Lehman College 9th Grade Transitions Program.”

11.

$101,250

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT to Anne
Rothstein, for “Out of School Time.”

NEW YORK CITY COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
1.

$1,064,427

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Bonne August, for “Perkins IV.”

2.

$448,962

OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH to Delaram Kahrobaei, for “New Approaches to Information
Security Based on Group Theory.”

3.

$199,820

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to David Smith, for “Center for Performative Design and
Engineering Technology: Pioneering Performative Processes in Design and Engineering
Technology Education.”

QUEENS COLLEGE
1.

$750,548

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF HYGIENE AND MENTAL HEALTH to Steven
Markowitz, for “New York City Community Air Survey Program.”

2.

$467,732

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Zahra Zakeri, for “MARC Undergraduate Student
Training in Academic Research at Queens College.”

3.

$348,750

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Jin Fan, for “Uncertainty, Cognitive Control, and the
Brain.”

4.

$250,000

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Peishi Wang, for “Culturally Aligned
and Responsible Early Intervention.”

5.

$175,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Azriel Genack, for “New Perspectives on Wave
Propagation in Random Media.”

6.

$173,875

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Yoko Nomura, for “Perinatal Risk Factors and
Genetic Susceptibility for Childhood Psychopathy.”

7.

$148,546

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Jeffrey Bird, for “Collaborative Research: Linking the
Chemical Structure of Black Carbon to its Biological Degradation and Transport Dynamics in a
Northern Temperate Forest Soil.”

8.

$110,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Igor Kuslovsky, for “Aharonov-Bohn Excitions in
Stacked Type II Quantum Dots: Physics, Storage, and Manipulation.”

9.

$105,685

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Alexey Ovchinnikov, for “Career: CISE-AF-Algebra:
DMS- Algebra: Computational Differential Algebra.”

QUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1.

$605,449

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Paul Marchese, for “Carl D. Perkins
Career and Technical Education.”
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$107,355

NEW YORK CITY OFFICE OF THE MAYOR to Kitty Bateman, for “Adult Literacy Program.”

COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND
1.

$236,626

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Christina Tortora, for “Collaborative Research: A
Syntactically Annotated Corpus of Appalachian English.”

2.

$134,000

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Anatoly Kuklov, for “Collaborative Research: Worm
Algorithm and Diagrammatic Monte Carlo in Atomic and Condensed Matter Physics.”

3.

$131,243

GULF OF MEXICO RESEARCH INITIATIVE to Andrew Poje, for “Consortium for Advanced
Research on Hydrocarbon Transport in the Environment (CARHTE).”

YORK COLLEGE
1.

$2,000,000

PORT AUTHORITY for “REDTAILS: Tuskegee Airmen Exhibit at York College.”

2.

$1,750,814

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION for “AstroCom NYC:
A Partnership between
Astronomers at CUNY, American Museum of Natural History (AMNH), and Columbia
University.”

3.

$299,305

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH for “tRNase Z Reaction is Central to tRNA Maturation.”

4.

$296,150

FOREST HILLS HOSPITAL for “Bachelor of Science in Nursing RN-B.S. Completion
Program.”

E.

ORAL REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR: Chancellor Goldstein presented the following report:

Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned, the New Community College opened its doors last month and held a wonderful
convocation ceremony at the New York Public Library, which featured a photograph of all the students, faculty and
staff on the front steps of the library and the proverbial ribbon-cutting ceremony. Participating in that event was Mayor
Bloomberg, New York Public Library President Anthony Marx and New York State Board of Regents Chancellor
Merryl Tisch. I want to commend President Scott Evenbeck on a wonderful event and for all the work he and his
staff have done in preparation for the opening of the college. I also want to thank Executive Vice Chancellor
Alexandra Logue, Senior University Dean John Mogulescu, Director Tracy Meade, all the community college
presidents, and everyone who helped us reach that great goal.
When you think about the amount of coverage that community colleges are being given nationally, especially in the
past few years, I think it is fair to say that CUNY has been a vanguard institution in that movement and we are just
deeply pleased with the work that so many of our faculty and others in this University have done to help create
awareness of the importance of community colleges in higher education and the life of our citizenry.
On the enrollment front, enrollment for fall 2012 is essentially flat, equal to what we experienced last fall. Overall,
enrollment at our baccalaureate colleges is slightly up with a decrease in graduate students balanced by a somewhat
larger increase in undergraduates. At our community colleges, which had increased enrollment to record numbers in
fall 2011, enrollment slightly dipped this year. We are at a point at a number of our community colleges where the
stress on these institutions will not allow us to really grow beyond where many of them are today. Overall, the number
of students continuing at CUNY colleges increased close to 2,000, which means our retention rates will be higher
once again this year. I think that is very much attributable to the focus and quality of the students that we are getting
into the University.
We continue to have record enrollments of students with high school averages over 85, an increase of over 5 percent
from an equivalent time last year. The number of applicants to the Macaulay Honors College grew by more than 35
percent to a record number of 5,537. If it were not for budget constraints we would like that institution to grow, but it is
remarkable how it has captured the imagination of the various communities that feed into that school. SAT scores at
the Macaulay Honors College now are well above 1400, with a mean academic grade point average of 93. Among
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the freshmen classes at our five most competitive colleges (Baruch, Brooklyn, City, Hunter and Queens Colleges)
almost 27 percent had SAT scores over 1200.
As I do every summer, I met with each college president and dean as part of the annual Performance Management
Process (PMP). We reviewed all 2011-12 year-end reports, as well as the goals for 2012-13. I would like the Board to
know directly that this University is blessed for having some of the most extraordinary leaders on CUNY’s campuses.
That remark is not elliptical, it is really supported by hard data through the PMP and we are all privileged to count
these very dedicated women and men among those that work so hard on behalf of our students and with our faculty.
As always, year-end PMP data as well as the University-wide and college goals and targets are available for all to
peruse on the CUNY website.
On the budget front, shortly after our last meeting in June the mayor and the city council came to an agreement on
the FY2013 adopted budget. With respect to the community-college operating budget, total city support for FY2013 is
slightly above $259 million, which is a half a million dollars greater than the FY2012 level. The fact that this year's
support is only slightly above the mandated maintenance-of-effort level has provided us something of a cushion from
the city's mid-year reduction initiatives. In the final adopted budget, the city council restored over $3 million for key
programs like the Black Male Initiative and various centers and institutes. I am especially pleased to report that, at our
request, funding for the Black Male Initiative has now been baselined into the city's financial plan.
Conversations continue with state budget officials and the governor's office about the higher education picture for the
coming year. Again, I continue to have concerns stemming mainly from the federal budget, which certainly directly
affect the state and city coffers. With a $16 trillion debt service that we have to contend with now, which is a record in
our history, it is quite clear that there is going to be some contraction after the federal election. That will have a
chilling effect given the very weak balance sheets that we all are seeing at so many of our states and municipal
governments. We are going to have to watch this situation very carefully as it will affect not only pass through money
but certainly monies to support sponsored programs that our faculty have garnered greater shares of in the last few
years.
September 12 through October 12 is CUNY Voter Awareness Month. October 12 is the last day you can register to
vote in the November 6 general election. Under the auspices of Senior Vice Chancellor and Secretary Jay
Hershenson and many people that worked with him, we have organized a major voter outreach program and some
of those efforts are delineated in a brochure in your packets.
On the city side, the New York City Council Higher Education and Small Business committees toured the Baruch
College Small Business Development Center last Thursday, September 20. Since opening in 1993, the advisers of
the Baruch SBDC have worked directly with close to 17,000 businesses since their inception helping to invest over
$117 million in the area's economy, and create over 6,000 jobs. Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned, in my work with
chairing the New York City Regional Economic Development Center, I think even more work is going to be directed
towards the very good work that goes on at Baruch College, LaGuardia Community College, New York City
College of Technology and others where we have small business development centers.
On September 21 there was a joint hearing of the New York City Council Higher Education and Civil Rights
Committees on the topic, “What are Public and Private Higher Education Institutions Doing to Improve Faculty
Diversity and Academic Leadership?” I want to thank Vice Chancellor Gloriana Waters, University Dean Jennifer
Rubain, President Félix Matos Rodríguez and Dr. Arlene Torres, director of CUNY's Latino Faculty Recruitment
Initiative, for representing the University so ably on that panel.
There will be a joint hearing of the New York City Council Committees on Higher Education, Technology and
Economic Development on Friday, September 28. The topic will be, “The Applied Science NYC initiative—plans for
dramatic transformation of the city's economy.”
As Chairperson Schmidt mentioned, there is a lot of work going on with the New York City Regional Economic
Development Council. A 2012 progress report was developed and submitted to Governor Andrew Cuomo earlier this
month. There was a public hearing of the New York City Regional Economic Development Council Friday, September
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7, at City College, and I want to thank President Lisa Coico for hosting us there. There was another meeting at
Baruch College on Wednesday, September 12, and I want to thank President Mitchel Wallerstein. Lastly, thank
you President Marcia Keizs for representing the council so ably with Stuart Appelbaum at the Governor's Regional
Council Summit in Albany on August 21. The governor has announced that he will visit all ten regions beginning in
early October to hear oral presentations about the projects that we are recommending for capital infusion and for
excelsior tax credit consideration and participate in a tour of the implementation activity and priority projects.
Chairperson Schmidt also mentioned our participation in the New NY Education Reform Commission, which has
been extremely active over the summer. Richard Parsons is chairing that commission, which held its first meeting on
June 26. Regional public hearings took place over the summer and will continue through October. We are also taking
a leadership role in an important Work Group on Teacher and Principal Quality and District Leadership.
There are a few important building openings and dedications that took place so far this semester that I just want to
bring to everyone's attention, which reflect the continuing modernization of CUNY with respect to its facilities and the
extraordinary work of Vice Chancellor Iris Weinshall and her staff. I think we all appreciate how dedicated and
creative Vice Chancellor Weinshall has been with this important work. We have never seen so many magnificent
facilities, on-time and on-budget. So much of that is due to her doggedness and her insistence on quality and
accountability.
I would like to congratulate President Antonio Pérez on the successful opening of Fiterman Hall last month. We
dedicated the building with the official Borough of Manhattan Community College Community Advisory Committee
Recognition and Fiterman Hall Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony.
We were pleased to be with President Carol Berotte-Joseph at Bronx Community College for the North Hall &
Library ribbon-cutting ceremony. We were joined at that event by Trustees Valerie Beal, Hugo Morales and
Terrence Martell. Thank you all for being there. I can assure all of you that there does not exist a community college
in these United States that has a building as exquisitely designed and built as this building.
This past Saturday there was a ribbon-cutting ceremony at the new site of CUNY in the Heights in
Inwood/Washington Heights. Congratulations to Presidents Félix Matos Rodriguez and Antonio Pérez on that
wonderful occasion. I would also like to thank Trustee Hugo Morales for his undivided attention to that particular
project.
There are more events and openings on the horizon. President Ricardo Fernández is planning the dedication
ceremony for Lehman College's new science facility for October 12, and Dean Michelle Anderson is getting ready
for the CUNY School of Law ribbon-cutting celebration for the new building in Long Island City on October 22, in the
new Dave Fields Auditorium.
I am also pleased to note that on Monday, September 10, we participated in a wonderful event with representatives of
the city and Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center to announce plans for a new outpatient cancer care facility and
a proposed new science building for Hunter College. We are not yet fully funded for that project.
During the Decade of Science, in addition to making substantial investments in science facilities across the
University, CUNY has built significant capacity in research, especially in science and engineering, positioning the
University as a major regional resource for economic development. We now plan to expand on our
entrepreneurialism efforts and increase the number of collaborations with business and industry through the
establishment of the CUNY Hub for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. The University just received $2 million in capital
funds from the New York City Council for this initiative. In its initial phase, the core function of the hub will be as a
business incubator for CUNY faculty start-ups, offering its tenants a physical infrastructure, professional mentorship,
opportunities for collaboration, and a host of supportive and administrative services.
We are planning, with U.S. News & World Report and the New York Daily News, a major STEM workforce
development event in New York City on Thursday, December 6, at John Jay College. The working theme is “Teach,
Inspire and Hire.” This will be a follow-up event to a STEM conference that took place in Dallas last spring, at which I
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served on a panel with Daily News Editor-in-Chief Bill Holiber and Deputy Mayor Robert Steel.
Carnegie Corporation President Vartan Gregorian asked me to serve on a panel called “Access and Success” at the
TIME Magazine Higher Education Summit on Thursday, October 18, at the Time Warner building in Columbus Circle.
This just reinforces that more and more institutions and the media are reaching out to CUNY to really help them think
through some of the deeply challenging issues that we face as a country in STEM participation.
I was pleased once again to participate in a roundtable discussion at the University Student Senate's 25th Annual
Leadership Retreat in the Catskills on Sunday, August 12, along with a good number of trustees and members of the
chancellery. I must say that I was truly emboldened and pleased that the student leaders were mature, thoughtful and
candid about their concerns, hopes and aspirations. I would like to acknowledge Trustee Kafui Kouakou’s
leadership as well in organizing that important event.
Finally, I would like to congratulate President Regina Peruggi on Kingsborough Community College becoming
one of 10 finalists for the 2013 Aspen Prize for Community College Excellence, a recognition of high achievement
and performance in America's community colleges. I also would like to congratulate Dean Michelle Anderson for
working with New York State Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman on strengthening the definition of pro bono service for
New York State Bar applicants. I also want to mention that in the U.S. News & World Report 2013 Regional College
rankings many of our colleges continue to claw up the ladder and they are certainly moving in the right direction.
Statement of Trustee Hugo M. Morales:
On behalf of the Hispanic community in upper Manhattan, I would like to thank Vice Chancellor Iris Weinshall and
Senior Vice Chancellor and Secretary Jay Hershenson for their commitment to bring CUNY-in-the-Heights into a
new state-of-the-art building in Inwood/Washington Heights. I believe this will be a very important step in motivating
and bringing students to further their education. I thank all of you, especially the Chancellor, it was a wonderful event.
We enjoyed it and it was great. Thank you.
Statement of Chairperson Benno Schmidt:
I would like to just underline what the Chancellor said about the tremendous progress of the building program that we
are in the midst of here for the past three to four years. We have been investing between four to five hundred million
dollars a year in these projects. This is an extraordinary level of capital investment, particularly in such difficult
economic circumstances as we find ourselves in, however, this long term commitment is transforming many of our
campuses.
John Jay College has essentially doubled in size as a result of the new magnificent building that we opened last
year and it is about to get a grand opening of its roof, which is going to be one of the most extraordinary green
spaces. There has been many great projects, such as Fiterman Hall and Bronx Community College, plus multiple
buildings at Brooklyn College, which was not mentioned. This University is being transformed physically, as it is in
many ways academically, under the leadership of the group that is sitting at this table. It is a very impressive set of
accomplishments indeed.
Upon motions duly made, seconded and carried, the following resolutions were adopted: (Calendar
Nos. 1 through 5)
NO. 1. CHANCELLOR’S UNIVERSITY REPORT: RESOLVED, That the Chancellor’s University Report for
September 24, 2012 (including Addendum and Errata Items) be approved:
NO. 2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: RESOLVED, That the minutes of the regular Board meeting and
Executive Session of June 25, 2012 be approved.
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NO. 3. COMMITTEE ON FISCAL AFFAIRS: RESOLVED, That the following items be approved:

A.

GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER - BUILDING OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE
SERVICES:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorizes the General Counsel to
execute a contract on behalf of the Graduate School and University Center to purchase building operating and
maintenance services. The contract shall be awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder after public
advertisement and sealed bidding pursuant to law and University regulations. Such purchase shall not exceed a total
estimated annual cost of $5,250,000 chargeable to FAS code 217703404, during the fiscal year ending June 30,
2013. Annual escalations in the cost shall be based on the New York State Prevailing Wage Rate and Benefit
Schedule. The contract shall have a term of five (5) years with the college having the right to terminate on each
anniversary date of the contract and shall be subject to approval as to form by the University Office of the General
Counsel.
EXPLANATION: The Graduate School and University Center will use the contractor’s services to provide building
operating, engineering and maintenance services for the campus.
B.

(ADDED ITEM) THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - COMMUNITY COLLEGE CHARGEBACK REPORT:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve a draft CUNY/SUNY report
related to community college operating chargebacks, authorize the Chancellor or designee to make such changes to
the draft report deemed necessary or appropriate, authorize submission of the final report to the Legislature, and
authorize efforts to develop a uniform operating chargeback rate methodology.
EXPLANATION: As required by New York State Article VII Legislation Ch. 57, Part Q, L. 2012, The City University of
New York, in conjunction with the State University of New York has reviewed present requirements relating to
community college operating chargebacks, and has produced a draft report which sets forth recommendations for
improvements. The resolution calls for the Board of Trustees to approve the draft report, authorize the Chancellor, or
designees, to make such changes to the draft report deemed necessary or appropriate, authorize submission of the
report to the Legislature and authorize continued efforts with SUNY to develop a uniform methodology for calculating
operating chargebacks. Ordinarily the Board would adopt a final report rather than a draft. However, this approach is
being utilized to allow for additional input from constituent groups and to allow for the submission of the report to the
Legislature prior to the next scheduled board meeting.
The report has been presented to the SUNY Board of Trustees for their approval as well.
Report of Fiscal Affairs Committee Chair Joseph J. Lhota:
Associate Vice Chancellor Matthew Sapienza gave an update on both the state and city budgets. Following this
report, the Subcommittee on Investment was convened. After the approval of the minutes of the Subcommittee of
June 4, 2012, and a Performance Update for the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2012, the meeting was adjourned to go
into Executive Session for review and recommendation with regard to the International Equity portfolio. After
resuming the public meeting, the Subcommittee approved the International Equity asset class and approved
recommendations to hire two additional managers, as well as the proposal to equal-weight the four managers in this
program.
NO. 4. COMMITTEE ON FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION: RESOLVED, That the following
items be approved:
A.

BROOKLYN COLLEGE - AMENDMENTS TO THE GOVERNANCE PLAN:

RESOLVED, That the proposed amendments to the Governance Plan of Brooklyn College be adopted, effective
October 1, 2012.
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EXPLANATION: The proposed amendments to the Governance Plan of Brooklyn College mainly revise Article IV,
which pertains to the College’s Council on Administrative Policy (“CAP”). The amendments were approved by the
Brooklyn College Policy Council on April 18, 2012 and are recommended by the College President.
The amendments involve changes in the composition and function of CAP. Specifically, the CAP is comprised of
administrators and department chairpersons, and the revisions clarify that the number of voting administrators may
not exceed the number of department chairpersons. The amendments also provide for an elected secretary of CAP,
who must be a department chairperson, and for a chairperson of CAP’s Liaison Committee (the advisory group to the
President). The amendments state that the regular meetings of the Liaison Committee may be attended by either the
President or the Provost; the current version requires meetings with the President.
Finally, the proposed amendments make more explicit the composition and function of the Committee on Personnel
and Budget and list the responsibilities of that Committee in a separate Article of the Governance Plan.
Brooklyn College Governance Plan
(Amended and approved by the CUNY Board of Trustees on June 27, 2011)
With proposed changes approved by the Brooklyn College Policy Council on April 18, 2012
Article I. The Policy Council
A. The membership of the Policy Council shall consist of an equal number of administrators, faculty and students:
1.

Members of the Administration to be designated as follows:
a. the President of Brooklyn College who shall chair the Policy Council;
b. Additional members of the administration selected by the President from among the following: vice presidents,
assistant vice presidents, deans.
c. Any additional members needed to bring the total members of the Administration to 10, which shall be the minimum.
These members are to be selected in a manner determined by the members of the administration designated in 1(b)
above with the approval of Policy Council.

2.

Members of the faculty are to be chosen as follows:
a. one representative of the Steering Committee of Faculty Council;
b. one representative of the Liaison Committee of the Council on Administrative Policy;
c. Faculty members at large (except administrators with a title of assistant dean or above) to bring the total number of
faculty representatives to the same number as members of the Administration, to be elected biennially in May, to serve in
the following two academic years, in a manner to be determined by Faculty Council with the approval of Policy Council.
Faculty members at large may be reelected.

3.

Students are to be chosen as follows:
a. the three presidents of the three student government bodies;
b. Additional students to bring the total number of student representatives to the same number as administrators, to be
selected annually in a manner determined by the Student Governments with the approval of Policy Council.

4.

Should the number of members of the Administration, as determined in section 1, change during the biennial period
commencing with the faculty election, the following procedures shall be followed;
a. If the number increases, an equal increase in the membership of faculty and students shall be effected, by the
selection process indicated in 2.c. and 3.b.;
b. If the number decreases, the additional members to bring the Administration membership to the same level as that of
the faculty and students shall be selected in a manner determined by the Administrators designated in 1(a)-(b) above with
the approval of Policy Council.

5. a. If one of the members designated in paragraph 1. a or b above shall be unable to serve for an entire semester or for
the balance of a semester, a replacement shall be selected in the manner used in paragraph 4.b.
b. If one of the student government presidents shall be unable to serve for an entire semester or for the balance of a
semester, a replacement shall be selected by the student government presidents.
6. Each constituency (administrators, faculty, and students) shall choose three alternates to serve with voice and vote at any
meeting in the absence of their respective members.
B.

The Policy Council shall meet at least three times a semester, and more frequently if necessary. Special meetings may be
called by the President or by the Executive Committee and shall be called at the request of any eight members of the Policy
Council.

C.

The functions of Policy Council shall be as follows:
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1. Recognizing the legislative authority of Faculty Council in matters of curriculum and degree requirements, of the Student
Governments in matters of student affairs, of the Council on Administrative Policy and the Promotions and Tenure Committee
on matters of personnel, the Policy Council may make recommendations in all areas of the operation of the college to the
President.
2. The Policy Council shall serve as a forum for discussing issues and problems of general college concern; shall advise the
President both in response to his/her requests for counsel and upon its own initiative; shall provide through its existence a
formal body for each constituent group to express its viewpoint and to communicate with other elements of the college
community; and shall submit recommendations for action as appropriate to the Faculty Council, to the Council on
Administrative Policy, and to the student governments.
3. The Policy Council shall be responsible for approving any and all new governance proposals and assuring that they meet
standards of the Trustees of The City University of New York and standards of Brooklyn College. The Policy Council shall
determine that the proposals provide a role for students, faculty, and administrators. The Policy Council shall also monitor the
functions of individual legislative and administrative bodies to assure that no constituent body exceeds its jurisdiction.
4. a. The Policy Council shall establish standing committees which shall be responsible for continuing study of and
reporting on college policy. These shall include, but not be limited to:
1. An Executive Committee
2. A Nominating Committee
3. A Budget Committee
4. A College and Community Committee
5. A Campus Facilities Committee
6. A Long Range Planning Committee
7. A Committee on College Governance
b.

The Policy Council shall also have the authority to appoint and charge ad hoc committees as it sees fit.

c. In the case of both standing committees and ad hoc committees, the Policy Council may draw students, faculty, or
administrators including members of the support staff from the college community at large. In addition to the college's
constituencies represented on the Policy Council, there are other groups which should be consulted, such as community
people and alumni.
d. With regard to goals, priorities, policy guidelines, budget and the overall direction of the college, the President shall
work closely with the appropriate Policy Council committees.
e. The Policy Council shall prepare its own bylaws consistent with this governance plan and the Bylaws of the Board of
Trustees of The City University of New York.
Article II. The Faculty
A.

The faculty shall consist of all persons having faculty rank or status. It shall conduct the educational affairs customarily cared
for by a college faculty. It shall make its own bylaws consistent with this governance plan and Bylaws of the Board of Trustees
of The City University of New York. It shall meet at least once each semester, or more often, at the call of the President or by
petition of ten percent of its members, and shall be responsible for the formulation of policy relating to the admission and
retention of students, including health and scholarship standards; student attendance, including leaves of absence; curriculum;
awarding of college credit; granting of degrees. Meetings of the Faculty shall be chaired by the President.

B.

The Faculty Council shall be the legislative body of the Faculty and shall have all the responsibilities of a faculty, as exercised
heretofore under the Bylaws and Policy Statements of the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York subject only to
the review of the Faculty.

C.

1.

The Faculty Council shall consist of all of the following, a) through d):
a. all department chairpersons.
b. an additional delegate of faculty rank or faculty status from each department elected, or reelected, for a term of three
years by department members of faculty rank or faculty status. Departments shall elect an alternate delegate to serve with
voice and vote at any meeting in the absence of the department delegate.
c. delegates-at-large of faculty rank or faculty status, equal to the number of instructional departments, elected in a
manner determined by Faculty Council. Delegates at-large shall be elected for a term of three years and may be
reelected.
d. a maximum of five directors of programs in academic areas which meet criteria established by Faculty Council for
this purpose and/or are individually designated by Faculty Council.

2. The President, the vice presidents, the assistant vice president(s), full deans, director of student records and business
manager may attend Faculty Council meetings with voice, but without vote. At each meeting, the President may present a
report to Faculty Council.
3. Fifty percent of the voting members of Faculty Council shall constitute a quorum unless the faculty shall adopt a bylaw
requiring a larger number.
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D.

The Faculty Council shall function through a system of standing and ad hoc committees consisting of faculty and student
members as designated in each committee charge. There shall be a Steering Committee whose composition and charge are
determined by the Faculty Council Bylaws. The Steering Committee shall meet regularly with the President to apprise him/her
of the agenda of each Faculty Council meeting and to discuss any matters of interest to the Faculty. With regard to goals,
priorities, policy guidelines, budget, and the overall direction of the college, the President shall work closely with the
appropriate Faculty Council committees.

E.

The Faculty Council shall prepare its own bylaws consistent with this governance plan and the Bylaws of the Board of Trustees
of The City University of New York.

Article III. Departments
A.

The chairperson of each department shall be elected in accordance with the Bylaws of the Board of Trustees of The City
University of New York, Section 9.1(b), from among professors, associate professors, and assistant professors by all members
of the department with faculty rank or faculty status for a term of three years. He/she shall be the executive officer of the
department, shall carry out the department's policies, and shall perform the duties of the chairperson in accordance with Bylaw
Section 9.3. Each department, subject to the approval of Faculty Council, shall have control of the educational policies of the
department through the vote of all members of faculty rank or faculty status.
In all departmental elections an affirmative vote shall be determined by satisfaction of the following:
1. There must be an affirmative vote of a majority of those present and eligible to vote at a duly constituted election meeting
of the Department, a quorum being present;
2.

a quorum shall be defined as a majority of the adjusted membership of the Department;

3. the adjusted membership of the Department shall be defined as the whole membership of the Department eligible to vote,
less those on leaves of absence, those in full-time administrative positions outside the Department, and those without
assignment within the Department for a continuous period of two years prior to the election.
4. Members of any Brooklyn College Personnel Committee shall not be eligible to vote on their own candidacies, and for
purposes of such a candidacy the whole number of voting members of the committee shall exclude the candidate.
B.

The department appointments committee in accordance with Bylaw Sec. 9.1(e) shall consist of the chairperson and four
members of faculty rank elected by the department members of faculty rank or faculty status for a term of three years. The
chairperson of the department shall be the chairperson of the committee. The committee shall be responsible for all
recommendations of appointments, reappointments, leaves and tenure. It shall take into consideration student evaluations of
professional performance in all matters of reappointment and tenure.

C.

The curriculum committee shall consist of faculty members and of students who are majors in the department. It shall consider
and make recommendations concerning curricular proposals for department action; department action will be transmitted to the
appropriate graduate or undergraduate Committee on Curriculum and Degree Requirements of Faculty Council.

D.

Promotion recommendations shall be made in accordance with Section 9.8 of the Bylaws of the Board of Trustees of The City
University of New York. Student evaluations of professional performance shall be taken into consideration.

E.

Such other committees (standing and ad hoc) shall be created as the department shall decide. All committees shall keep
minutes of their proceedings in conformity with Robert's Rules of Order, latest revised edition.

Article IV. The Council on Administrative Policy
A.

The Council on Administrative Policy (CAP) shall consist of the vice presidents, the assistant vice presidents, the deans, the
chairpersons of departments, and such non-voting [members] guests as the President may designate. The number of
administrators eligible to vote shall not exceed the number of chairpersons of departments. The Council on Administrative
Policy shall be chaired by the President and shall meet at least once a month or more often, at the call of the President or an
individual member.
It shall discuss issues of importance to the college and its educational mission and make recommendations to the President.
The President shall present to CAP, in timely fashion, any significant plans of the administration in the areas of general
Educational Policy, Planning, Priorities, Personnel and Budget for discussion and advice. It shall establish, in conformity with
the Bylaws of the Board of Trustees and the Governance Plan of Brooklyn College, standards and policies concerning
Personnel. It furthermore shall serve as a principal means of communication between the President and the operating
departments of the college.

B.

There shall be a Liaison Committee of CAP consisting of five chairpersons, one from each of the five schools (i.e. Business,
Education; Humanities and Social Sciences; Natural and Behavioral Sciences; Visual, Media and Performing Arts), to be
elected annually. The Liaison Committee of CAP shall have a chairperson. Only department chairpersons shall vote in this
election. The Liaison Committee shall serve as the chairpersons’ advisory group to the President. Acting as a conduit of
information between the President and the chairpersons, it shall meet regularly with the President and/or the Provost to discuss
and consult on issues of importance to the college including but not limited to Policy, Planning, Priorities and Budget, as these
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issues are being formulated and developed by the Administration. It shall help develop, with the President and/or the Provost,
the agenda for the CAP meeting.

C.

[Department appointments committees will present their recommendations for appointment and reappointment without tenure
to the Council on Administrative Policy. The President will preside. Only department chairpersons will be eligible to vote on
appointments and reappointments. The full academic deans, who will participate in the discussions of the Council on
Administrative Policy in matters of appointments and reappointments without tenure, will also be advisory to the President in
such matters. The President will make his/her final recommendation to the Board of Trustees.]

C.

There shall be a secretary of CAP to be elected by the body as a whole from among the chairpersons.

D.

[Members of any Brooklyn College Personnel Committee shall not be eligible to vote on their own candidacies, and for
purposes of such a candidacy the whole number of voting members of the committee shall exclude the candidate.]

Article V. College-wide Committee on Personnel and Budget
A.

The College-wide Committee on Personnel and Budget shall consist of all chairpersons of the departments who shall be voting
members as well as the President, the Provost, the Associate Provosts, Assistant Provost and Academic Deans, who shall be
non-voting members. The College-wide Committee on Personnel and Budget shall be chaired by the President or his or her
designee and shall meet each month, or as necessary, at the call of the President.

B.

All appointments and reappointments without tenure shall be recommended to the College-wide Committee on Personnel and
Budget by the chairperson of the department in accordance with the vote of a majority of the Department appointments
committee. The Provost, Associate Provosts, Assistant Provost and the full Academic Deans shall participate in discussion of
the candidates. The President will make his/her final recommendation to the Board of Trustees following consultation with the
Provost and the appropriate Academic Deans.

C.

Members of any Brooklyn College Personnel committee shall not be eligible to vote on their own candidacies and for purposes
of such a candidacy the whole number of voting members of the committee shall exclude the candidate.

Article VI. Committee on Promotion and Tenure
A.

A College-wide Promotion and Tenure Committee will be composed of all department chairpersons. The chairperson of the
Liaison Committee of the Council on Administrative Policy will serve as chairperson of the College Promotion and Tenure
Committee.

B.

Subsidiary School Promotion and Tenure Review Committees will be established as described below. The promotion and
tenure decisions will take place on four levels:
1.

Level One: Departmental Review. The appointments committee votes on tenure, including CLTs in academic
departments. The appointments committee votes on reappointment of lecturers with the certificate of continuous
employment (CCE). Full professors, associates, and the chair vote on promotion to associate. Full professors and the
chair vote on promotion to full. Tenured faculty will vote on promotion of CLTs to the ranks of Senior College Laboratory
Technician and Chief College Laboratory Technician. Where there are fewer than five eligible voters in a department,
additional committee members (bringing the total to five) are to be drawn from the appointments committee in order of
rank, then seniority in rank, then time at college. As a supplement to the standard curriculum vitae, a candidate is to
provide a personal statement that encompasses her or his major accomplishments and contributions in research,
teaching, and service. Department recommendations on promotion and tenure shall be submitted to the appropriate
School Promotion and Tenure Review Committee at level two.

2.

Level Two: School Review. There will be five School Promotion and Tenure Review Committees: Humanities and Social
Sciences; Natural and Behavioral Sciences; Visual, Media and Performing Arts; Education; and Business. Each School
Promotion and Tenure Review Committee will consist of one tenured associate or full professor (not chair) per department
in that School. Where there are fewer than five departments in the school additional committee members will be elected to
bring the committee total to five. These additional members will be nominated and elected from the faculty of the school.
No more than two members of the same department may serve. Each School Promotion and Tenure Review Committee
will consider all promotion and tenure/CCE candidates within its school. The Dean will convene each school review
committee but not have a vote. Selection of committee members to three-year terms to be voted on (one person one vote)
in each department in conjunction with triennial elections. Interviews of candidates and chairs will take place at level two.
Content of interview to be limited to clarification and explanation of written record. A member of each school review
committee (not the Dean) will report that committee’s recommendations to the third level.

3.

Level three: College-wide Promotion and Tenure Committee. The College-wide Promotion and Tenure committee,
described above, reviews the recommendations of the School Promotion and Tenure Review Committees. Then the
recommendations of the College Promotion and Tenure Committee, together with the recommendations of the School
Promotion and Tenure Review Committees, will be forwarded to the President.

4.

Level Four: The President considers the recommendations of all committees and renders her or his decision on whether
or not a candidate will be recommended positively to the University’s Board of Trustees.
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Subcommittees of the full College Promotion and Tenure Committee will be appointed when there are candidates in the
following categories:
a. A subcommittee on tenure for College Laboratory Technicians in non-academic Departments which shall consist of
three tenured faculty members elected by, but not from, the College Promotion and Tenure Committee, and two
administrators appointed by the President.
b. A subcommittee on promotion for College Laboratory Technicians in nonacademic Departments which shall consist
of three tenured faculty members elected by, but not from, the College Promotion and Tenure Committee, and two
administrators appointed by the President. This subcommittee will consider promotions to the ranks of Senior College
Laboratory Technician and Chief College Laboratory Technician in nonacademic departments.
c. A subcommittee on tenure for persons in the Registrar series which shall consist of three chairpersons elected by the
College Promotion and Tenure Committee and two administrators appointed by the President.

C.

6.

The subcommittees named in paragraph 5 will report their recommendations to the College Promotion and Tenure
Committee, after which the recommendations of the College Promotion and Tenure Committee, together with the
recommendations of the subcommittees, will be forwarded to the President.

7.

Members of any Brooklyn College Personnel Committee shall not be eligible to vote on their own candidacies, and for
purposes of such a candidacy the whole number of voting members of the committee shall exclude the candidate.

The President will meet with the appropriate college personnel committee or committees to discuss any case for which he/she
requires additional information before making his/her final recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

Article VII. Student Government
A.

There shall be three student government associations at the college: the CLAS student government organization representing
students in the day session; the SGS student government organization representing undergraduate students in the evening
session, and the graduate student organization representing graduate students. Each body shall be governed by its own
constitution, subject to the provisions of this Governance Plan and the Bylaws and policies of the Board of Trustees.

B.

These organizations shall have authority in areas relevant to student extra-curricular activities at the college. Their powers shall
include:
1.

2.

The power to charter or otherwise authorize teams (excluding intercollegiate athletics), publications, organizations,
associations, clubs or chapters, and, when appropriate in the exercise of such regulatory power, the power to refuse,
suspend or revoke any charter or other authorization for cause after hearing on notice.
The power to delegate responsibility for the effective implementation of its regulatory functions to any officer or committee
which it may appoint. Any aggrieved student or group whose charter or other authorization has been refused, suspended
or revoked may appeal such adverse action by such officer or committee or student government to the duly elected student
government. On appeal an aggrieved student or group shall be entitled to a hearing following the due process procedures
as set forth in Section 15.3 of the Bylaws of the Board of Trustees. Following such hearing the duly elected student
government shall have the authority to set aside, decrease or confirm the adverse action.

C.

The Student Governments shall, in a manner that they determine, appoint all student members to Faculty Council committees.

D.

The Student Governments shall have the power to allocate the Student Government fee in accordance with the Board Bylaws.
Each student and government organization shall be responsible for the full disclosure to its constituents of all financial
information with respect to student government fees.

E.

Each of the Student Governments shall have the right and power to make recommendations to the President, Faculty Council,
Policy Council, and to any other agent, department, committee, or organization of the college and/or City University of New
York.

F.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There shall be a Council of Student Governments.
The Council shall consist of the Presidents of the Student Governments.
They shall meet on a monthly basis to discuss and formulate policy on student matters, set goals and priorities.
They shall meet with the college President to discuss college-wide matters affecting the college community.
The Chairpersonship of the Council shall rotate on a monthly basis.
The Council may appoint resource members as it sees fit.

Article VIII. Amendment
Amendments to this Governance Plan may be initiated (a) by any constituent body or (b) by the Policy Council itself, provided such
amendment does not alter the powers held by another constituent body without the consent of that body. All amendments must be
approved by the Policy Council and by the President for submission to the Board of Trustees.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER - AMENDMENTS TO THE GOVERNANCE PLAN:

RESOLVED, That the proposed amendments to the Governance Plan of the Graduate School and University Center
be adopted, effective October 1, 2012.
EXPLANATION: The amendments to the Governance Plan of the Graduate School of the Graduate School and
University Center (“Graduate School”) Governance Plan are designed to update the Plan and to codify current
practices at the Graduate School. The amendments were approved by the Graduate Council on May 10, 2012 and
are recommended by the President.
Specifically, the proposed amendments clarify the functions of the Graduate Council, most notably stating that its role
is to formulate educational policy for graduate work in doctoral programs at the Graduate School only, and not at the
other CUNY colleges that have graduate programs. They further codify a number of current practices, including (i)
specifying that the Chair of the Executive Committee of the Graduate Council serves for a two-year term; (ii) updating
the names of certain committees; and (iii) allowing voting by email or other electronic means. Finally, they state that
the membership of the Graduate Council will be specified in the Graduate Council Bylaws, rather than in the
Governance Plan.
Governance with Structure changes of December 6, 2011 and February 1, 2012;
February 14, 2012; February 28, 2012, April 3, 2012
Approved by Graduate Council – May 10, 2012
NOTE: Additions are underlined and deletions are bracketed
GOVERNANCE OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Sec. 1

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS

1.1 President
The President of The Graduate School and University Center, hereafter referred to as The Graduate School, is the chief
academic and administrative officer.
The President has general responsibility to develop, implement, and administer the doctoral programs of the University,
other graduate programs, and centers and institutes of The Graduate School in accordance with the decisions of the
Board of Trustees of The City University of New York.
The President has responsibility and authority for The Graduate School comparable to those set forth for Presidents in
Article 11.4 of the Bylaws of the CUNY Board of Trustees.
1.2 Provost
The Provost of The Graduate School is appointed by and responsible to the President and is the principal academic
officer of The Graduate School, with responsibilities as the President may assign.
1.3 Vice Presidents
Vice Presidents of The Graduate School are appointed by the President of The Graduate School in accordance with the
established policies of the CUNY Board of Trustees for such appointments.
Vice Presidents have such duties and responsibilities as may be assigned to them by the President or referred to them by
appropriate faculty bodies.
1.4 Deans
Deans of The Graduate School are appointed by the President of The Graduate School in accordance with the
established policies of the CUNY Board of Trustees for such appointments.
Deans have such duties and responsibilities as may be assigned to them by the President or referred to them by
appropriate faculty bodies.
Sec. 2

ADMINISTRATIVE BODIES

2.1 Graduate Council
The governing body of The Graduate School is the Graduate Council, which operates in accordance with its Bylaws. The
membership of the Graduate Council shall be specified in the Graduate Council Bylaws. A majority of the voting
members of the Graduate Council shall constitute a quorum.
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[2.1A Membership
1. The faculty and students in each doctoral program shall elect one faculty and one student representative to Graduate
Council for each 100 or fewer matriculated students (e.g., 301 students equates to 4 faculty and 4 students).
2. Each graduate degree program of The Graduate School in a discipline in which no doctoral work is offered shall elect
representatives to Graduate Council, using the same formula for doctoral programs, except that the number of
representatives from all such programs shall not exceed 10 percent of the total membership of the Council.
3.

Members Ex Officio and Appointed Members of Graduate Council
Graduate School Voting Members
Executive Officers
Coordinators of the Certificate Programs
Three Co-Chairs of the Doctoral Students’ Council
Secretary of Graduate Council
Chair of the Doctoral Faculty Policy Committee
b. Graduate School Nonvoting Members
President
Provost
Vice Presidents
Associate Provosts
Chief Librarian
Deans
USS GC Delegate
Directors of formally established research centers and institutes of The Graduate School
President of the Ph.D. Alumni Association
c. Other CUNY Nonvoting Members
One academic officer with major responsibility for graduate work, except in education, from each senior college of
The City University of New York designated by the respective presidents .]
a.

2.1[B]A Functions
The functions of Graduate Council shall be:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To formulate educational policy for all graduate work in doctoral programs at the Graduate School and in other
graduate programs of The Graduate School, to set standards of admission and academic performance, and
curriculum and degree requirements.
To approve programs and curricula leading to the doctoral degree and to approve other graduate programs of The
Graduate School and the curricula of these programs.
To recommend to the CUNY Board of Trustees the granting of honorary and graduate degrees to qualified
candidates. This function shall be exercised exclusively by the faculty members of the Council.
To consider any other academic matters of The Graduate School and to make recommendations to the CUNY Board
of Trustees.
To receive, consider, approve, and forward, as appropriate, reports and recommendations of the Council's standing
committees.
To review, and act on revisions to the Governance document of The Graduate School of the Graduate School and
University Center, and to the Bylaws of Graduate Council of the Graduate School of the Graduate School and
University Center.

[1. To formulate educational policy for all graduate work in doctoral programs and in other graduate programs of The
Graduate School; to set standards of admission and academic performance, and curriculum and degree requirements.
2. To approve programs and curricula leading to the doctoral degree and to approve other graduate programs of The
Graduate School and the curricula of these programs.
3. To recommend to the CUNY Board of Trustees the granting of honorary and graduate degrees to qualified
candidates. This function shall be exercised exclusively by the faculty members of the Council.
4. To consider any other academic matters of The Graduate School and make recommendations to the CUNY Board of
Trustees.
5. To receive, consider, forward, approve or reject, as appropriate, reports and recommendations of the Graduate
Council’s Standing Committees.
6. To review and recommend revisions to the Governance document of The Graduate School and to the Bylaws of
Graduate Council.]
2.1[C]B Chair
1.

The President of The Graduate Center shall be Chair of Graduate Council and shall preside over its meetings. In the
absence of the President, the Chair of the Executive Committee of the Council shall preside.
[1. The President of The Graduate School shall be Chair of Graduate Council and shall preside over its meetings.
In the absence of the President, the Chair of the Executive Committee of the Council shall preside.]

2.

The Chair of the Executive Committee of Graduate Council shall preside over the meetings of the Executive
Committee. The Chair shall serve for a two-year term and shall be elected by preferential voting by the voting
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members of the Council from among the faculty representatives of the Council at its final spring meeting during years
when elections are scheduled.
[2. The Chair of the Executive Committee of Graduate Council shall preside over the meetings of the Executive
Committee. The Chair shall be elected by the voting members of the Council from among the faculty representatives
of the Council.]
2.1[D]C Committees
The Graduate Council shall establish Standing Committees as enumerated and such other committees as it deems
necessary to the discharge of its responsibilities. Each committee shall consist of faculty members and student members
as specified in the Graduate Council Bylaws.
1. Executive Committee
2. Committee on Structure
3. Committee on Curriculum and Degree Requirements
4. Committee on Research
5. Committee on Committees
6. Committee on Student Services
7. [Student Academic Appeals Committee] Committee on Student Academic Appeals
8. Library Committee
9. [Information Technology Committee] Committee on Information Technology
2.2 Committees of The Graduate School
2.2A Academic Review Committee
This committee shall consist of the Provost as Chair (nonvoting) and six members elected by the Executive Officers from
among their ranks. Each elected member shall serve for two years. The terms shall be staggered so that half of the total
members are elected each year. The committee shall review all proposals for appointments to The Graduate School
faculty, as well as reappointments, nonreappointments, promotions, tenure, and fellowship leaves of absence, and shall
make its recommendations to the President.
2.2[B] C [Student Advisory Committee] Executive Committee of the Doctoral Students’ Council
The [Steering Committee] Executive Committee of the Doctoral Students’ Council shall be the President's Student
Advisory Committee. It shall advise the President in the discharge of such responsibilities as setting educational policy,
making major administrative appointments, and other matters as the President may request.
2.2[C] D Doctoral Faculty Policy Committee
The Doctoral Faculty Policy Committee shall be directly elected by the faculty of the Graduate School and [It] functions
as the voice of the doctoral faculty of The Graduate School. [The City University of New York.] It may bring items for
action to Graduate Council on its own initiative.
2.2[D] B Doctoral and Graduate Students’ Council
The Doctoral and Graduate Students’ Council here and after known as the Doctoral Students’ Council is the official
representative body of the [doctoral] students of the Graduate Center.
2.2E Ad Hoc Committees
Ad hoc committees may be created as needed, either by appointment by the President or by Graduate Council election.

Sec. 3

DEGREE PROGRAMS

3.1 New Degree Programs
3.1A The development of new degree programs or the revision of existing programs is the prerogative of the faculty. The
development of new degree programs shall follow the City University’s Office of Academic Affairs specific guidelines for
Letters of Intent and Proposals for new degree programs.
3.1B The following procedures are required for new degree programs:
1. A letter of intent should include information about the proposed program’s purposes and learning goals, need,
student demand, curriculum, faculty, and cost assessment. The Letter of Intent will be reviewed by [The Graduate
School’s] the Committee on Curriculum and Degree Requirements and, if approved, by Graduate Council. If approved by
Graduate Council, the letter of intent will be forwarded to the City University's Office of Academic Affairs for review.
2. If the letter of intent is approved by the City University’s Office of Academic Affairs, a full proposal will be developed
with more detail and greater documentation, including the required external evaluation.
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3. The full proposal will be reviewed by [The Graduate School’s] Committee on Curriculum and Degree Requirements
[Committee] and, if approved, by Graduate Council. If approved by Graduate Council, the proposal will be forwarded to
the City University’s Office of Academic Affairs for review prior to consideration by the City University’s Board of Trustees
Committee on Academic Policy, Programs, and Research and, finally, by the Board of Trustees.
4. Program proposals approved by the City University’s Board of Trustees will be forwarded to the New York State
Department of Education for review and final authorization.
3.1C During the period between the inception of a new degree program at The Graduate School and the approval of its
governance [structure by] by the Committee on Structure and by the Graduate Council, the interim structure shall be as
follows: The President, with input from the program’s planning committee, shall appoint an Executive Officer (EO) of such
Doctoral Program and the EO of the Master of Liberal Studies or Director of any Graduate Center MA Program. In
addition, the President shall appoint five members of the Executive Committee from the program’s faculty including at
least one from any college that has or will have at least six faculty on the initial program faculty, and including at least one
from among those who have full-time appointments at The Graduate School. All other rules and regulations of The
Graduate School and of the City University Board of Trustees Bylaws shall also apply during the interim period.
3.1D After a new program has been in existence for one academic year, it shall draw up a detailed governance structure
consistent with this Governance document and the Graduate Council Bylaws of The Graduate School. For that purpose a
faculty-student ad hoc Governance Committee shall be established. The Committee shall consist of six to ten members,
half of whom shall be faculty and include the Executive Officer, and half of whom shall be students elected for that
purpose by the student body by mail, email, or other electronic means. [ballot.] Nominations for faculty members shall
be made by the Executive Committee; nominations of student members shall require signatures of five students or 20
percent of the students in the program, whichever is fewer.
3.1E The governance proposal prepared by the ad hoc Committee shall be submitted to the faculty and students two weeks in
advance of the vote and shall, after a faculty-student meeting, be submitted to a vote of faculty and students by mail,
email, or other electronic means. [vote by faculty and students.] Faculty and students shall vote separately. A
majority of those voting in each group must vote affirmatively for the proposal to pass.
3.1F A description of the program governance shall be submitted to the Committee on Structure, which shall forward the
proposal with its recommendations to Graduate Council. The recommendation of the Committee shall be adopted unless
rejected by a three-quarters vote of the Graduate Council members present.
The description of the program governance shall include:
1. The composition of the Executive Committee and the Standing Committees described in this Governance document;
2. The composition and functions of other committees the program may wish to establish;
3. The nomination and election procedures for participants in the governing bodies of the program, the criteria for
student membership pursuant to Section 6.4B, and the responsibilities and prerogatives of the student members.
3.2 General Provisions for Program Governance
3.2A Proposals for doctoral and master's program governance or amendments thereto shall be explicit in all of their provisions
and shall not “incorporate by reference” the provisions of the Bylaws of the Graduate Council, Bylaws of the City
University, or other regulation or legislation.
3.2B Formal provisions shall be made for the expression of student opinions on decisions affecting appointments, promotion,
and tenure of individual faculty members.
3.2C In programs with subprograms, the subprogram governance shall conform to relevant portions of this Governance
document regarding program structure. It is the Executive Officer’s responsibility to determine that this adherence to The
Graduate School governance exists, and the responsibility of the program Executive Committee to approve any changes
necessary to bring subprogram structures into conformity with the Governance document of The Graduate School.
3.2D Certificate Programs [at the GC] shall have a Coordinator and a five member standing advisory committee elected by the
faculty of the program(s) in which the certificate program is housed.
3.2E The procedures of Graduate School committees, programs, and subprograms shall be governed by the latest edition of
ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER, NEWLY REVISED, in all cases in which they are applicable and not inconsistent with
this Governance document and the Graduate Council Bylaws of The Graduate School.
3.3 Modification of Program Governance Structure
3.3A With the approval of the Committee on Structure and Graduate Council, specific aspects of the program structure and
organization provided for in this section may be modified to meet exceptional conditions prevailing in a doctoral program.
3.3B Programs may at any time propose a change in their structure within the requirements of the Governance document of
The Graduate School provided that changes are submitted by a majority of the program’s Executive Committee, and after
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timely notification to the program’s faculty and students of the proposed changes, to the Committee on Structure for
review and recommendation to Graduate Council for its consideration.
3.3C If at least 30 percent of the doctoral faculty or 30 percent of the matriculated students in a program sign a proposal to
change the program’s structure, the proposal shall be considered by the Committee on Structure of the Graduate Council.
If the Committee on Structure approves the proposal, it shall forward the proposal with its recommendation to Graduate
Council for its approval.
3.4 Executive Officer
3.4A Each doctoral program of The Graduate School and the Master of Arts (M.A.) Program in Liberal Studies shall have an
Executive Officer responsible for administering the affairs of the program in accordance with this Governance document,
and with the policies established by the program faculty, Graduate Council, and the CUNY Board of Trustees.
3.4B The Executive Officer shall be appointed by the President for a term not exceeding three years. The President shall
actively solicit nominations and counsel from the individual members of the Executive Committee, doctoral faculty, and
students matriculated in the program concerning this appointment. The Executive Officer may be reappointed.
3.4C The Executive Officer shall preside at meetings of the program’s faculty, Executive Committee, and Faculty Membership
Committee. The Executive Officer shall have authority to initiate policies and actions concerning the affairs of the
program, subject to the powers delegated by this Governance document to the program's faculty. The Executive Officer
shall serve ex officio as a voting member of all program committees.
3.4D Courses to be offered each semester shall be determined by the Executive Officer after consultation with representative
groups of faculty and students. The Executive Officer shall assign faculty to teach these courses.
3.4E The Executive Officer shall work with chairs of CUNY college departments in the Executive Officer's discipline to develop
procedures for making new faculty appointments useful both to the college departments and to The Graduate School. The
Executive Officer shall try to ensure that when department chairs recruit part-time faculty, they give preference to qualified
students enrolled in the doctoral programs, in accordance with the policies of The City University of New York.
3.5 Executive Committee
3.5A The Executive Committee of each program shall be constituted as required by each program’s governance after approval
by the Graduate Council Committee on Structure and by Graduate Council in accordance with the following provisions.
There shall be established in each program an Executive Committee to be composed of at least five members. It shall
include at least one faculty member from each senior college substantially participating in the program (“substantially
participating” is defined as having six members on the faculty of the program) (Section 9.4, CUNY Board of Trustees
Bylaws). In programs in which the doctoral faculty includes two or more faculty members (other than the Executive
Officer) who hold Graduate School appointments, at least one member of the Executive Committee shall be elected from
this category. Members of the Executive Committee shall be elected for a term not to exceed three years, but may be
reelected.
3.5B The Executive Committee shall have the authority for the operation of the program between the stated meetings of the
program’s faculty subject to the policies established by the faculty. It shall meet at least once a semester with the students
matriculated in the program. The Executive Officer shall serve as Chair of the Executive Committee (Section 9.4, CUNY
Board of Trustees Bylaws).
3.5C The Executive Committee may make recommendations to the appropriate committees of Graduate Council and to the
administration of The Graduate School.
3.5D The Executive Committee in coordination with the Faculty Membership Committee shall conduct a continuing review of
the faculty of the University relevant to that program. The Executive Committee shall work with the Executive Officer to
forward the policy in Section 3.4E of this Governance document.
3.5E The Executive Committee shall recommend policies and procedures on dissertations.
3.5F In the fall semester of the final year of the Executive Officer’s current term, the Executive Committee of each program
shall undertake a review of its program governance to ensure that it reflects current governance practice and remains in
compliance with the most recent Graduate School governance, Board of Trustees policy, and New York State law, making
any necessary amendments and revisions.
3.6 Program Standing Committees
Each degree program shall have the following Standing Committees, and such other committees as its faculty, its
governance structure, or its Executive Committee may determine. The committees’ responsibilities are as follows:
3.6A Faculty Membership: To nominate members of the program’s faculty as provided for in Section 6.1 below with a view
toward including in the doctoral program faculty newly appointed at the colleges; to maintain a roster of potential doctoral
faculty appointments; to record annually the status of those faculty members currently designated; to review all other
actions taken in regard to membership on the doctoral faculty.
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3.6B Curriculum and Examinations: To review curriculum and to submit curriculum recommendations for action; to recommend
procedures and standards for the conduct of examinations.
3.6C Admission and Awards: To recommend admission and awards procedures and standards for the program; to administer
these procedures in accordance with these standards.
3.6D Elections: To conduct all program elections.
Sec. 4

MASTER’S PROGRAMS AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

4.1 Definition
A certificate program at The Graduate School is a formalized interdisciplinary concentration that grants certificates
simultaneously with the awarding of doctoral degrees. The development of a certificate program is overseen by the
Interdisciplinary Studies Committee and requires the approval of that committee, the Committee on Curriculum and
Degree Requirements, and Graduate Council prior to being presented for approval first by the Board of Trustees of The
City University of New York and then by the State of New York.
Master’s programs at the GC which are headed by a Director may be free-standing or housed within a Doctoral Program.
4.2 Administration and Structure
4.2A A certificate program shall have a Coordinator administering the affairs of the program in accordance with the policies
established by the program faculty, Graduate Council, and the CUNY Board of Trustees.
4.2B Master’s programs (except the Master of Arts in Liberal Studies) which are not part of an existing doctoral program shall
have a Director administering the program in accordance with the policies established by the program faculty, Graduate
Council, and the CUNY Board of Trustees.
4.2C Directors of master’s programs and Coordinators of certificate programs shall be appointed by the President for a term
not exceeding three years. The President shall solicit nominations and counsel in making such appointments as described
in Section 3.4B of this Governance document.
4.2D The responsibilities of the Director or the Coordinator are the same as those outlined for Executive Officers in Sections
3.4C and 3.4D of this Governance document.
4.2E A certificate program shall have an Advisory Committee appointed by the President after consultation with the
Coordinator. Appointees must be members of the doctoral faculty.
4.2F The Certificate Program Advisory Committee shall nominate to the President members of the initial certificate program
faculty. Nominees should be members of the doctoral faculty, except as noted in Section 6.2C, below.
4.2G After a new master’s or certificate program has been in existence for one academic year the Program Advisory
Committee shall propose a governance structure for the program and submit it to the Committee on Structure, which shall
forward the proposal with its recommendation to Graduate Council for approval.
The governance structure shall include procedures for establishing standing and ad hoc committees, for making faculty
appointments, and for proposing modification of certificate requirements in accordance with procedures described in
Section 3.2 of this Governance document.
Sec. 5

FACULTY APPOINTMENTS, REAPPOINTMENTS, PROMOTIONS, TENURE

5.1 Recommendations for faculty appointment, reappointment, promotion, and tenure on Graduate School lines assigned to
The Graduate School must first be considered by the Executive Committee of the relevant program, next by the Academic
Review Committee, and then by the President.
5.2 Student members of the Executive Committee have the right to participate in all discussions on matters of policy and on
individual candidates for appointment, reappointment, promotion, and tenure, but may not vote on individual candidates.
5.3 Recommendations for appointment, reappointment promotion, and tenure of faculty appointed on Graduate School lines
allocated to a senior college are initiated and reviewed at the college and submitted by the college president directly to the
CUNY Board.
Sec. 6

FACULTY AND STUDENTS

6.1 Faculty Membership in Doctoral Programs
6.1A During the first two years of a degree program, the faculty shall be appointed by the President. Thereafter, the program's
faculty shall be determined in accordance with the following paragraphs.
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6.1B Appointment to the doctoral faculty is initiated by means of written nomination from the appropriate program committee(s)
to the Provost and is effective when the appointment is approved by the Provost. Appointment to the doctoral faculty may
not be initiated by the Provost or President except in the case of newly established doctoral or certificate programs or in
extraordinary circumstances with the approval of the Academic Review Committee.
6.1C The continued membership of each faculty member of each doctoral program shall be reviewed regularly by the Faculty
Membership Committee and/or Executive Committee of each program in accordance with the program's faculty
membership policy.
6.1D The program's governance structure shall stipulate whether nomination for appointment is made by (a) the Faculty
Membership Committee, (b) the Executive Committee, or (c) the Executive Committee after recommendation by the
Faculty Membership Committee, and the criteria employed by the program for nomination to, and continuance on, the
doctoral faculty.
Criteria shall include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A determination that the faculty member will make a significant contribution relevant to the needs of the program, and
Evidence of significant research relevant to the doctoral program, or
Evidence of qualification to teach a doctoral course or provide other doctoral-level training, or
Evidence of qualification to supervise doctoral dissertations or other graduate-level research.

6.1E A member may be removed from the doctoral faculty on the recommendation of the appropriate program committee(s),
but only after the member has been given one year's prior notice of the intention to remove.
6.1F The faculty member may appeal the decision to remove to the program's Executive Committee, the Provost, and the
President.
6.1G The appointment of full-time CUNY faculty as members of the doctoral faculty (except as in 6.1I below) confers full rights
and duties.
6.1H Only members of the doctoral faculty may teach a doctoral-level course more than twice or chair dissertation committees.
6.1I In order to meet emergency needs, an Executive Officer may recommend directly to the Provost appointment of individuals
to the doctoral faculty for a period of one semester or one year. Such temporary appointments may not be repeated for a
cumulative total of more than two semesters. Notification of such appointments shall be conveyed to the Faculty
Membership Committee and/or the Executive Committee. Temporary appointees do not have voting rights in the program,
nor may they be appointed to program committees.
6.1J Part-time CUNY faculty and faculty or professionals at other institutions may be recommended for adjunct appointment to
the doctoral faculty. Their rights and duties with respect to strictly academic activities (e.g., chairing a dissertation
committee) are the same as those of other doctoral faculty.
6.2 Faculty Membership in Certificate Programs and Other Educational Programs
6.2A An Advisory Committee for a certificate program and the Executive Committee of a master’s program not housed within a
doctoral program shall nominate to the President members of the initial program faculty. Nominees shall be members of
the doctoral faculty.
6.2B The foregoing program structure rules for faculty membership apply as well to certificate and other educational programs
of The Graduate School.
6.2C An individual qualified to serve a needed teaching, supervisory, or other function in a certificate or other educational
program, but ineligible for membership in an existing doctoral program because there is no relevant doctoral program or
because the definition of a relevant doctoral program precludes the individual’s specialization, may be appointed in the
following manner: after informing related doctoral programs of an intended appointment, the program forwards such
nominations to the Provost accordingly, as required by the program’s governance.
6.3 Faculty Responsibilities
6.3A The Executive Committee of each program shall call at least one meeting a year of the faculty and present a report to the
faculty. At any meeting of the program faculty a quorum shall consist of 25 persons or 50 percent of the faculty, whichever
is smaller.
6.3B The faculty, through its members on the Standing Committees of the program, shall have responsibility to establish
policies for the program. At any meeting of the faculty, a quorum being present, the faculty of each program may vote to
make direct recommendations without Executive Committee approval to the appropriate committee of Graduate Council
or to the administration on any matter that affects them.
6.3C The Executive Committee of the Graduate Council may receive motions for action directly from program faculty or from a
program's Executive Committee.
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6.4 Student Responsibilities
6.4A The Executive Committee shall call a meeting with the students of each program at least once each semester.
6.4B The students shall have responsibility through student representatives to the Executive Committee and the Standing
Committees of each program to make known their views on the policies of the program. All students on these committees
shall be chosen by means of an election by mail, email, or other electronic means by the students in the program. Any
matriculated student shall be eligible to serve. Students of any program may make direct recommendations to the
appropriate committee of Graduate Council or to the administration for immediate consideration on any matter that affects
them if at least 10% of the students in that program support those recommendations.
Sec. 7

AMENDMENTS AND REVIEW

7.1 This Governance document may be amended by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the members present, there being a
quorum, at any stated or special meeting of Graduate Council, provided that the text of the proposed amendment shall
have been sent in writing to every member of Graduate Council at least two weeks before the meeting at which the
proposed amendment is to be considered.
7.2 At the final spring meeting of the Graduate Council of every even-numbered year, the Committee on Structure shall present
a report on the Governance document together with such recommendations for amendments, revisions, or alterations as it
shall deem appropriate. The procedures described in the previous paragraph shall be followed except that such
amendments shall require a majority affirmative vote of the members present, there being a quorum.
Approved by the Board of Higher Education on September 28, 1970; June 19, 1972; September 23, 1974; September 27, 1976;
August 7, 1978; and by the Board of Trustees on August 4, 1980; June 28, 1982, January 28, 1985; June 23, 1986; June 27, 1988;
February 27, 1995, June 25, 2001; June 23, 2003; June 27, 2005;June 26, 2006;September 22, 2008; June 28, 2010

C. HUNTER COLLEGE - THE KLARA AND LARRY SILVERSTEIN STUDENT SUCCESS FLOOR AND THE
KLARA AND LARRY SILVERSTEIN LIBRARY LOBBY/FOYER:
RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of The Klara and
Larry Silverstein Student Success Floor and The Klara and Larry Silverstein Library Lobby/Foyer at Hunter College
for a term of 25 years from the date construction is completed.
EXPLANATION: In June 2012 Klara and Larry Silverstein pledged $5,000,000 to The Hunter College Foundation, Inc.
to establish and name The Klara and Larry Silverstein Student Success Floor and The Klara and Larry Silverstein
Library Lobby/Foyer in the Hunter College Library. The Student Success Floor will be located on the 7th floor of the
Library and designed so that students, many of whom commute to the college, can have a dedicated space for quiet
study, collaboration on group projects and receipt of one-on-one tutoring and counseling. The Silverstein Lobby/Foyer
will be located on the third floor of the Library. The first $2 million installment of this gift has already been paid.
Klara Apat Silverstein (Class of 1954) received a B.A. in social sciences and an M.A. in special education from
Hunter College. A former teacher, Mrs. Silverstein is a member of the Hunter College Hall of Fame. She served for
eleven years as chair of the Hunter College Foundation and, as such, was a key ambassador for Hunter, promoting
the College throughout New York City. Her husband, Larry A. Silverstein, is President and CEO of Silverstein
Properties, Inc., a real estate development and investment firm. Mr. Silverstein has served as Vice Chairman of the
New York University Board of Trustees and is the Founder and Chairman emeritus of the New York University Real
Estate Institute.
The Silversteins have been longtime friends and donors to Hunter College, having previously established and
endowed the Klara and Larry Silverstein Dean of the Hunter College School of Education, and contributed to the
Hunter College Mother’s Day Scholarship Campaign.
D.

HUNTER COLLEGE - NAMING OF THE DR. STOWE WHITMAN HAUSNER STUDY ROOM AT HUNTER
COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of The Dr. Stowe
Whitman Hausner Study Room at Hunter College High School.
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EXPLANATION: The late Dr. Stowe Whitman Hausner (1923-1992) graduated from Hunter College High School in
1940 and went on to receive a B.A. from Hunter College in 1944. She subsequently received her M.S.W. from
Columbia School of Social Work and a Ph.D. from New York University. Dr. Hausner was the founding director of the
social services division at Northern Westchester Hospital in Mount Kisco, New York and chief social worker for the
Westchester County Community Health Board. Prior to holding that position, she was a program manager at the
National Institute of Mental Health, and taught social work at The State University of New York at Stony Brook. Dr.
Hausner also maintained an active psychotherapy practice in cognitive therapy.
In 2007, members of Dr. Hausner’s family made gifts to the Hunter College Campus Schools Campaign in her
memory totaling $125,000. The donors were Harriet W. and Arthur H. Aufses, Jr., Phyllis W. and Aaron T. Beck,
Gabriel Hausner, and Lois and Martin J. Whitman. In recognition of their generosity, the College seeks approval to
name a study room in the library of Hunter College High School in honor of Dr. Hausner.
E.

HUNTER COLLEGE - NAMING OF THE CORRINE AND ARNOLD BARSKY FAMILY LOBBY AT
ROOSEVELT HOUSE:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of The Corrine and
Arnold Barsky Family Lobby at Hunter College’s Roosevelt House.
EXPLANATION: Corrine Barsky, a friend of Hunter College and a long-time admirer of Eleanor Roosevelt, pledged a
$100,000 charitable gift annuity in December 2010 to The Hunter College Foundation to support maintenance, public
programming and other expenses of the Roosevelt House Public Policy Institute at Hunter College. Mrs. Barsky is
also underwriting the filming and production of a documentary on Roosevelt House.
Corrine Barsky is a generous philanthropist who has supported the Jewish Museum, the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the Cooper Hewitt Museum and the Hebrew Home at Riverdale. She has served on the boards of the Jewish
Museum, the Collegiate Chorale and the Samuel Waxman Cancer Research Foundation. She currently serves on
Hunter College’s Neighborhood Advisory Committee.
In recognition of her generosity, the College wishes to name the mezzanine lobby of the Roosevelt House “The
Corrine and Arnold Barsky Family Lobby.”
F.

HONORARY DEGREES: RESOLVED, That the following honorary degrees, approved by the appropriate
faculty body, the college president and recommended by the Chancellor, be presented at the commencement
exercise as specified:
COLLEGE

DEGREE

HUNTER COLLEGE
Tenzin Gyatso, 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet
Doctor of Humane Letters
(To be conferred at Hunter College’s Roosevelt House Public Policy Institute on October 19, 2012)
QUEENS COLLEGE
Dennis C. Liotta
Doctor of Science
(To be conferred at the College’s Academic Convocation on October 11, 2012)
G. (ADDED ITEM) THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK – AMENDMENTS TO THE CONFLICT OF INTEREST
POLICY:
RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the amendments to the Conflict
of Interest Policy, effective immediately.
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EXPLANATION: The proposed amendments to CUNY’s Conflict of Interest Policy relate primarily to the section
dealing with research. The changes are designed to bring the policy into compliance with recent amendments to
federal regulations and to streamline the procedures for identifying and managing conflicts of interest in this area.
CUNY CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
1.

General Statement of Policy.

It is the policy of the University that all of its activities shall be conducted in accordance with the highest standards of
integrity and ethics and in a manner that will not reflect or appear to reflect adversely on the University’s credibility, objectivity, or
fairness. Every individual to whom this Policy is applicable (each, a “Covered Individual”) must maintain the highest standards of
honesty and integrity and must refrain from any use whatsoever of his or her position at the University, or the information, privileges,
or influence such position may provide, when such use is motivated by, or gives the appearance that it is motivated by, the desire
for private gain or advantage for the Covered Individual, or for other persons, institutions, or corporations with which he or she has
family, professional, business, or financial connections. Accordingly, no Covered Individual shall have any interest, financial or
otherwise, direct or indirect, or engage in any business or transaction or professional activity, or incur any obligation of any nature,
which is in substantial conflict with the proper discharge of his or her duties and responsibilities at the University.
Sections 2 and 3 of this Policy, which set forth the general standards of conduct and the rules regarding hiring,
employment, and contracting decisions and supervisory responsibility involving Family Members, apply to all Covered Individuals.
Section 4 sets forth specific obligations of Investigators, whether or not they are Covered Individuals, who are involved in research
or similar educational or community outreach activities at the University (collectively, “research”) and the University’s procedures for
reviewing and managing Financial Conflicts of Interest that may arise in connection with such activities. Section 5 sets forth
provisions regarding records retention requirements and sanctions for violations of this Policy. Section 6 sets forth the definitions of
“Covered Individual”, “Family Members”, “Financial Conflict of Interest”, “Investigator”, and other terms used in this Policy. The
provisions of this Policy are to be interpreted in light of the paramount importance of academic freedom in the activities of the
University.
In the event that Federal, state, or local laws or regulations are enacted (or amended) that require changes in this Policy,
the University may amend this Policy, and any related document officially issued by the University to set forth procedures for the
implementation of this Policy (each, a “Conflict of Interest Procedural Document”), in order to comply with the new requirements,
and such amendment shall not require approval of the University’s Board of Trustees.
College and University officials with responsibilities under this Policy are identified by titles that are current as of this
Policy’s effective date. If the title for a particular position changes at any time, the responsibilities under this Policy shall be
performed by the individual having responsibilities within the College or the University similar to the individual who held the former
title. If there is a vacancy at any time in the position, the responsibilities under this Policy shall be assumed by the individual to
whom such position reports or to his or her designee.
2.

General Standards of Conduct.

Although not all possible situations within the scope of this Policy are included in this Section 2, the following standards,
which are primarily based on provisions in New York State Public Officers Law §§ 73 and 74 and Executive Order No.1 issued on
January 1, 2007,74, shall serve as general guidance for Covered Individuals. All Covered Individuals are encouraged to consult the
advisory opinions of the New York State Joint Commission on Public IntegrityEthics interpreting these provisions at
http://www.nyintegrity.org/advisory, and tojcope.ny.gov, and all Covered Individuals should bring questions about the applicability
or interpretation of any of these standards to the University’s Office of the General Counsel at ogc@mail.cuny.edu.
2.1.

No Covered Individual shall accept other employment that will impair his or her independence of judgment in
the exercise of his or her duties or responsibilities at the University.

2.2.

No Covered Individual shall accept other employment or engage in any business or professional activity that will
require him or her to disclose confidential information gained by reason of his or her position or authority at the
University.

2.3.

No Covered Individual shall disclose confidential information acquired in the course of his or her duties or
responsibilities at the University, except as required by such duties or responsibilities or by law, nor use such
information to further his or her personal interests.

2.4.

No Covered Individual shall use or attempt to use his or her position at the University to secure unwarranted
privileges or exemptions for himself or herself or others.

2.5.

No Covered Individual shall engage in any transaction as a representative or agent of the University with any
business entity in which he or she has a direct or indirect financial interest that might reasonably tend to conflict
with the proper discharge of his or her duties or responsibilities at the University.

2.6.

A Covered Individual shall not by his or her conduct give reasonable basis for the impression that any person
can improperly influence him or her or unduly enjoy his or her favor in the performance of his or her duties or
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responsibilities at the University, or that he or she is affected by the kinship, rank, position, or influence of any
party or person in the performance of those duties or responsibilities.

3.

2.7.

A Covered Individual shall abstain from making personal investments in enterprises that he or she has reason
to believe may be directly involved in decisions to be made by him or her at the University or that will otherwise
create substantial conflict between his or her duty or responsibility at the University and his or her private
interest.

2.8.

No Covered Individual, nor any firm or association of which he or she is a member, nor any corporation ten
percent (10%) or more of the stock of which is owned or controlled directly or indirectly by such Covered
Individual, shall sell any goods or services having a value in excess of $25 to the University, or contract for or
provide such goods or services with or to any private entity where the power to contract, appoint, or retain on
behalf of the private entity is exercised, directly or indirectly, by the University, unless such goods or services
are provided pursuant to an award or contract let after public notice and competitive bidding.

2.9.

No Covered Individual shall accept gifts of more than nominal value where the circumstances would permit the
inference that (a) the gift was intended to influence the Covered Individual in the performance of his or her
duties or responsibilities at the University, or (b) the gift constituted a tip, reward, or sign of appreciation for any
act by the Covered Individual in connection with those duties or responsibilities. This prohibition applies
notwithstanding New York State Public Officers Law § 73(5), which provides that gifts up to $75 may be allowed
in certain circumstances.

Policy regarding Nepotism in Hiring, Employment, Supervisory Responsibility, and Contracting.

3.1.
General. The University seeks to foster a work environment conducive to a satisfying family life for all members
of the University community and to accommodate, wherever appropriate, individual needs relating to family life. At the same time,
there are a number of situations where the personal interests of a member of the University community may conflict with the proper
discharge of his or her duties and responsibilities at the University. In keeping with New York State Public Officers Law §§ 73(14)
and (15) and Executive Order No. 1 issued on January 1, 2007,, this Policy recognizes that conflicts may be inherent in the hiring,
employment, and supervision of a Covered Individual’s Family Members as well as in entering into contracts that relate to Family
Members or with entities in which Family Members have a personal or financial interest. Accordingly, this Section 3 sets forth
certain specific prohibitions against a Covered Individual’s participation in the conduct of University business involving his or her
Family Members.
3.2.
Hiring and Employment Decisions. No Covered Individual shall take part in any decision to hire, promote,
discipline, or discharge any of his or her Family Members with respect to any position at the University. If such a hiring or
employment matter arises relating to a Family Member, then the Covered Individual must advise his or her supervisor of the
relationship in writing and must be recused from any and all discussions or decisions relating to the matter.
3.3.
Supervisory Responsibility. No Covered Individual shall have Supervisory Responsibility for any of his or her
Family Members at the University, except as provided by a written waiver as set forth in this Section 3.3, or in the case of research
projects, as provided in Section 3.6 below. (For the purpose of this Section 3.3, a Covered Individual shall be deemed to have
“Supervisory Responsibility” for a Family Member if the Family Member (a) directly reports to the Covered Individual, or (b) directly
reports to a supervisor who reports ultimately to the Covered Individual, regardless of the number of reporting levels that separate
the Family Member from the Covered Individual.) Although Department Chairs are Covered Individuals, for the purpose of this
section, they shall not be deemed to have any Supervisory Responsibility for full-time faculty members in their department under this
section, but they shall be deemed to have Supervisory Responsibility for their department’s adjunct faculty members.
If at the time of the initial implementation of this Section 3.3 following the effective date of this Policy, a Covered Individual
has Supervisory Responsibility for a Family Member at the University, or subsequent to the initial implementation of this section a
Covered Individual may come to have such Supervisory Responsibility, the Covered Individual shall make reasonable efforts to
effect a change in the organization or have the Family Member reassigned in order to avoid a violation of this section. If, however,
such a change or reassignment is not feasible (e.g., as a result of civil service rules or provisions of the applicable collective
bargaining agreement) or would result in significant harm to the operations or activities of the University, the Covered Individual may
file a written request for a waiver fromwith the Vice President for Administration of the College where the Covered Individual is
employed or such other College official as may be designated by the College President. Such request shall set forth the efforts that
have been made to effect a change in the organization, the reasons why a reassignment of the Family Member is not feasible, and
the reasons why such a change or reassignment would result in significant harm to the University’s operations or activities. If, after
a review of all the relevant circumstances, thea waiver in writing is granted, the Covered Individual may continue or assume, as the
case may be, Supervisory Responsibility for his or her Family Member.
Notwithstanding any waiver regarding Supervisory Responsibility for a Family Member pursuant to the preceding
paragraph, no Covered Individual shall participate under any circumstances in any action that directly affects his or her Family
Member as an employee of the University individually, and not as a member of a group, including, but not limited to, performance
evaluations, position reclassifications, and determination of promotional opportunities or eligibility for additional compensation of any
kind from the University.
3.4.
Contracting Decisions. No Covered Individual shall take part in any contracting decision at the University (a)
relating to a Family Member, or (b) relating to any entity in which a Family Member is an officer, director, or partner, or in which a
Family Member owns or controls ten percent (10%) or more of the stock of such entity. If a contracting matter arises involving either
clause (a) or (b), then the Covered Individual must advise his or her supervisor of the relationship in writing and must be recused
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from any and all discussions or decisions relating to the matter.
3.5.
Family Members. The definition of Family Member, which appears in Section 5.10 of this Policy, is based on
the definition in New York State Executive Order No. 1 issued on January 1, 2007. In order to comply with the Executive Order and
to satisfy the needs of the University, the definition under this Policy6.11 of this Policy, is very broad. It covers not only spouses and
domestic partners, parents, children, and siblings, but it also extends as far as great grandparents and great grandchildren and
many other relatives of a Covered Individual and his or her spouse or domestic partner, as well as to other individuals living in the
same household as the Covered Individual. If a Covered Individual has any questions about whether the provisions of this Section 3
apply to his or her situation, it is incumbent upon the Covered Individual to consult the University’s Office of the General Counsel. at
ogc@mail.cuny.edu.
3.6

Applicability to Research.

3.6.

Sponsored Programs3.6.1 Research Positions Administered through the Research Foundation. Sections 3.1
through 3.5 shall not apply to any research positions funded throughadministered through the Research
Foundation. Hiring, employment, and contracting decisions and supervisory responsibility involving a Covered
Individual’s Family Members in connection with such positions shall be governed by the ConflictCode of Interest
PolicyEthics of the Research Foundation.

3.6.2 Research Positions Not Administered through the Research Foundation. Sections 3.1 through 3.5 shall not apply
to any research positions not administered through the Research Foundation if (a) the Investigator files a written
request for a waiver with the Vice Chancellor for Research setting forth the description of the research project,
the nature of the involvement of the Investigator’s Family Member, and the reasons why it would be appropriate
for the waiver to be granted; and (b) the Vice Chancellor for Research, after a review of all the relevant
circumstances, grants the waiver in writing.
4.

Policy on Financial Conflicts of Interest in Research.

4.1.
Scope. This Section 4 applies to all research projects, regardless of the source of funding or support or the
commercial exploitation of the results of such projects.
4.2.
General. A particular purpose of this Policy is to promote integrity in research by establishing standards and
procedures to ensure that there is no reasonable possibility that, to the extent possible, that any Significant Financial Interest (as
defined in Section 6.16) that could directly and significantly affect the design, conduct, reporting, or regulatory review of a research
projects at the University, regardless of the source of funding or the commercial exploitation of the results of such projects, will be
biased by any conflicting financial interests of a Covered Individualproject at the University (each, a “Financial Conflict of Interest” or
“Financial Conflict”) does not bias the design, conduct, reporting, or regulatory review of the research project.
The University recognizes that interactions between Investigators (as defined in Section 6.14) in a research project at the
University researchers and commercial entities have many beneficial results for the University and its faculty, staff, post-doctoral
associates, and students, as well as the commercial entities themselves. For example, such interactions are an especially effective
means of facilitating the commercial development of University intellectual property, which benefits the public with new goods and
services and stimulates economic development. The University also recognizes that researchers are unlikely to undertake the
significant burdens associated with such activities without additional economic incentives. Nevertheless, these economic
incentivesNevertheless, these interactions may raise conflicts between the personal financial interests of the University
researcherInvestigator and the interests of the University. In some cases, such conflicts may reasonably appear to be likely to affect
the judgment of a University researcheran Investigator.
The University has determined that a strict prohibition of Financial Conflicts of Interest (as defined in Section 5.7), with
disciplinary sanctions for violation, does not serve the public interest because potentially beneficial interactions with industry would
be lost. Moreover, the University recognizes that Financial Conflicts of Interest will inevitably arise in a modern research university
and that the mere existence of such Financial Conflicts, in the absence of wrongful behavior, is not necessarily improper. As a
result, consistent with Federal regulations dealing with objectivity in research and investigatory financial disclosure policy issued by
the Department of Health and Human Services in 42 CFR Part 50 and 45 CFR Part 94 on July 11, 1995,, this Policy seeks to
manage Financial Conflicts of Interest in order to minimize the potential harm that could result either from Financial Conflicts that
actually impair the judgment of Covered IndividualsInvestigators or from the appearance that the judgment of Covered
IndividualsInvestigators has been or will be impaired. The University reserves the right to prohibit the existence of Financial
Conflicts of Interest that present unmanageable risks or that would require excessive resources to manage.
While the University assumes that all Covered Individuals act with the highest level of personal responsibility, integrity,
and commitment to the University, theThe complex situations that may arise involving Financial Conflicts of Interest require
management using specialized knowledge and a multi-disciplinary, problem-solving approach. Therefore, this Policy provides for
qualified individuals designated at each College, as well as a University-wide Conflicts Committee, to review disclosures by Covered
Individuals of Conflicts involving aInvestigators of Significant Financial Interest (as defined in Section 5.14) and to manage
thoseInterests related to the Investigators’ Institutional Responsibilities (as defined in Section 6.13) to determine whether such
Significant Financial Interests are related to the Investigator’s research and constitute Financial Conflicts of Interest, and if so, to
manage those Financial Conflicts in a fair, objective, and confidential manner. Over time, decisions made at the Colleges and by
the Conflicts Committee may become precedents that will be used for guidance to assure continued principled decision-making.
Some of these decisions may periodically be communicated (in a non-identified fashion) to faculty and staff in the form of advisories
or guidelines. It is anticipated that, promptly after its formation, the Conflicts Committee will establish and distribute advisories
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regarding typical Conflict of Interest situations and their appropriate resolution. in accordance with applicable laws and regulations,
this Policy, and any applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural Document.
4.2.4.3. Disclosure of Significant Financial Interests. In addition to any obligation under other University policies,
including the University’s Intellectual Property Policy, each Covered Individualany applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural
Document, or any Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, each Investigator must disclose to the College Conflicts Officer at his
or her College aeach Significant Financial Interest that is related to his or her Institutional Responsibilities in any situation
designated in this Section 4.2. The University’s Office of the General Counsel will issue appropriate disclosure forms and arrange to
make them available to Covered Individuals at each College. 4.3. All disclosures must be made in writing to the College Conflicts
Officer (with a copy to the Grants Officer at the College if the Significant Financial Interest is related to a sponsored research
project) using the disclosure forms provided by the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research.
The following situations require disclosure at the time noted in each paragraph:
4.2.1.4.3.1.
Proposals and Applications for Research Funding or Support - If (a) a Covered Individualan
Investigator intends to design, conduct, or report research at the University, or participate in the regulatory
review of such research, and (b) funding or other support for the research is being sought directly or indirectly
from a government agency, non-profit institution, or Company (as defined in Section 5.6)6.5), or the University,
and (c) at the time a proposal or application for such funding or support is being prepared, the Covered
IndividualInvestigator has a Significant Financial Interest that would reasonably appear to be affected by the
research, or the Covered Individual intends to acquire such a Significant Financial Interest at any time before
two years following the conclusion of the research, then the Covered Individualis related to his or her
Institutional Responsibilities, then the Investigator must disclose the Significant Financial Interest to the College
Conflicts Officer and the Grants Officer at his or her College before the proposal or application is submitted to
the agency, institution, Company, and/or the University. In addition, the Covered IndividualThe Investigator
must also comply with any disclosure and approval procedures required by the agency, institution, or Company,
or the University in connection with any such proposal or application.
Although a Significant Financial Interest relating to a proposal or application for research funding or support
must be disclosed to the College Conflicts Officer prior to the submission of the proposal or application, the
review of any related Conflict under this Policythe Significant Financial Interest by the College Conflicts Officer
and the Conflicts Committee may take place after such submission. If, however, a proposal or application for
research funding or support is submitted before such review of the related Conflict, the Conflict must be
approved, the Significant Financial Interest must be reviewed, and any related management or oversight plan
developed by the Conflicts Committee under Section 4.5.1 must be implemented, prior to the expenditure of any
awarded funds or support. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the case of research at the University involving
multi-year funding or support that requires an annual renewal or progress report, the Covered
IndividualInvestigator must disclose any previously undisclosed Significant Financial Interest to the College
Conflicts Officerand updated information regarding any previously disclosed Significant Financial Interest, and
also receive approval in writing in accordance with this Policy, before athe renewal application or progress
report is submitted to the agency, institution, Company and/, or the University.
4.2.2. Conduct or Review of4.3.2. Ongoing Funded or Supported Research - If (a) a Covered Individualan Investigator
designs, conducts, or reports ongoing research at the University, or participates in the regulatory review of such
research, and (b) the research is funded or supported directly or indirectly by a government agency, non-profit
institution, or Company, or the University, and (c) the Covered IndividualInvestigator has acquired or intends to
acquireor subsequently acquires a Significant Financial Interest that would reasonably appear to be affected by
the research at any time before two years following the conclusion of the research, then the Covered
Individualis related to his or her Institutional Responsibilities, then the Investigator must disclose the Significant
Financial Interest to the College Conflicts Officer and Grants Officer at his or her College and receive approval
in writing in accordance with this Policy before the Significant Financial Interest is acquired, or as soon
thereafter as possible if prior disclosure is impossible. In addition, the Covered IndividualThe Investigator must
also comply with any disclosure and approval procedures required by the agency, institution, or Company, or
the University in connection with such research.
4.2.3.4.3.3. Licensing to Certain Companies - If (a) a Covered Individualan Investigator responsible for developing,
discovering, or creating any University-owned intellectual property becomes aware, or should reasonably have
become aware, of a Company’s acquisition or intention to acquire ownership of or a license to that intellectual
property, and (b) at such time, the Covered IndividualInvestigator has a Significant Financial Interest in that
Company, or intends to acquire or actuallysubsequently acquires such a Significant Financial Interest at any
time in the future, then the Covered IndividualInvestigator must disclose the Significant Financial Interest to the
College Conflicts Officer at his or her College and receive approval in writing in accordance with this Policy
before the Significant Financial Interest is acquired, or as soon thereafter as possible if prior disclosure is
impossible.
4.2.4. Involvement4.3.4. Supervision of Students and Post-Doctoral Associates - If a Covered Individualan Investigator
has a Significant Financial Interest in a Company, or intends toacquire or actuallysubsequently acquires such a
Significant Financial Interest at any time in the future, and he or she teaches, supervises, or otherwise has
control over any students or post-doctoral associates at the University who willmight be involved in related work
for the Company, then the Covered IndividualInvestigator must disclose the Significant Financial Interest and
the planned student or post-doctoral associate involvement to the College Conflicts Officer at his or her College
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and receive approval in writing in accordance with this Policy before the assistance of any students or postdoctoral associates in such work may commence or continue.
4.2.5.4.3.5.
Changes in a Significant Financial Interest - All Covered IndividualsInvestigators must promptly
disclose to the College Conflicts Officer any material changeschange in a previously disclosed Significant
Financial Interests. If a College Conflicts Officer has a Significant Financial Interest in any of the situations
described above, he or she must disclose it directly to the College Provost or Provost’s Designee (as defined in
Section 5.12) at the time noted in each paragraph. Interest within thirty (30) days after the change.
No disclosure is required under this Section 4.24.3 unless the Significant Financial Interest is within one of the above
situations. Subject to approvalAs required by Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, or as otherwise approved by the
University’s Board of Trustees, the Conflicts Committee may add to this list. In such event, the CommitteeOffice of the Vice
Chancellor for Research shall issue an official advisory to provide notice of the change and shall update the disclosure forms for
Significant Financial Interests to reflect the change.
The University strongly recommends that Covered Individuals begin the Conflict review process at the first stage of any
transaction so that the transaction will not be delayed while the Conflict review process takes place.
4.3.4.4.

Review of Significant Financial Interests and Disposition ofDetermination of Financial Conflicts at the College.

4.3.1.4.4.1.
Designation and Duties of College Conflicts Officers - Each College President, after consultation with
the appropriate faculty governance body at the College and approval by the Vice Chancellor for Research, shall
designate an employee of the College as the College Conflicts Officer in accordance with qualifications
determined by the Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and University Provost (the “EVC for
Academic Affairs”). Each College Conflicts Officer shall perform the following functions:
(a)

promote awareness at the College of the need to disclose Significant Financial Interests in
accordance with this Policy and all applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural Documents and make
disclosure forms available throughout the College;

(b)

receive disclosures of Significant Financial Interests of Covered Individualsall Investigators at the
College and send copies of those disclosures the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research;

(c)

review such disclosureseach disclosure of a Significant Financial Interest, investigate the disclosure
and consult with the College Provost or Provost’s Designee in order toand appropriate Department
Chair as necessary, determine whether any Conflicts of InterestFinancial Conflict involving a
Significant Financial Interest exist; andexists, and prepare a written report regarding such
determination;

(d)

if a Financial Conflict of Interest is determined to exist, send the report and the complete written
record of the review and decision-making to the individuals specified in Section 4.4.2; and

(d)

after consultation with the College Provost or Provost’s Designee, make a decision with respect to
each Conflict involving a Significant Financial Interest for allowing the Conflict, setting conditions for
its allowance, or prohibiting the Conflict by requiring steps to remove it, in accordance with Section
4.3.3.
assist in the implementation and monitoring of any management and oversight plans developed by
the Conflicts Committee for Financial Conflicts of Interest at the College.

(e)

4.3.2.

College Review and Decision-Making Process - The College Conflicts Officer and the College Provost or
Provost’s Designee shall review each disclosure of a Significant Financial Interest within thirty (30) days of
receipt of the disclosure, and within thirty (30) days thereafter the College Conflicts Officer shall make a
decision and prepare a written report regarding the disposition of each Conflict involving a Significant Financial
Interest. The College Conflicts Officer shall promptly give the decision and report to the College President and
the College Provost or Provost’s Designee, and the decision and report and the complete written record of the
review and decision-making of the case at the College to the Covered Individual involved and the University’s
Institutional Representative (as defined in Section 5.11). If the case involves a sponsored program funded
through the Research Foundation, the College Conflicts Officer shall also promptly give the decision and report
and the complete written record of the review and decision-making of the case at the College to the Research
Foundation’s Institutional Representative (as defined in Section 5.11). In any case in which the College
Conflicts Officer or the College Provost or Provost’s Designee has disclosed his or her own Significant Financial
Interest pursuant to Section 4.2 or has a bias or conflicting personal interest (as such terms are defined with
respect to members of the Conflicts Committee in Section 4.4.4), such individual shall not participate in any
review or decision for the disposition of the Conflict. In such a case, the College President may, at his or her
discretion, designate another individual to participate in the review and decision-making process instead.
If a College Conflicts Officer has a Significant Financial Interest in any of the situations described in Section 4.3,
he or she must disclose it directly to the College Provost or the Provost’s designee at the required time. In such
a case, the College Conflicts Officer shall not participate in any review or decision regarding the Significant
Financial Interest, and the College President shall designate another individual to perform the review and
decision-making process instead.
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4.3.3.

Disposition of Conflicts - The College Conflicts Officer may make his or her decisions regarding a Conflict of
Interest involving a Significant Financial Interest using one or more of the following dispositions of the Conflict:

4.4.2.

College Review and Decision-Making Process – Following the receipt of a disclosure of a Significant Financial
Interest, the College Conflicts Officer shall review the Significant Financial Interest and make a determination
whether the Significant Financial Interest: (a) is related to the Investigator’s research (i.e., could be affected by
the research or is in an entity whose financial interest could be affected by the research), and if so, (b) whether
a Financial Conflict of Interest exists. Whether or not the College Conflicts Officer determines that a Financial
Conflict exists, he or she shall promptly prepare a written report regarding the determination, send the report
and the complete written record of the review and decision-making to the University Director for Research
Compliance, the College Provost, the Investigator, and if the case involves a sponsored project administered
through the Research Foundation, to the Legal Department of the Research Foundation.

4.5.

(a)
Allowance of the Conflict because the circumstances require no action;
The Conflicts Committee.
(b)

4.5.1.

Allowance of the Conflict with conditions, such as

Review and Management of Financial Conflicts of Interest – The University’s Conflicts Committee shall review
the College Conflicts Officer’s report and the complete written record of his or her review and decision-making
in connection with each Financial Conflict of Interest determined by the College Conflicts Officer. If the Conflicts
Committee agrees with the determination of the College Conflicts Officer that the Significant Financial Interest is
related to the research in question and that a Financial Conflict of Interest exists, the Committee and its staff
shall develop and implement a conflict management and oversight plan that specifies the actions that have
been, and shall be, taken to manage the Financial Conflict in accordance with the requirements of the research
sponsor and the University. Examples of conditions or restrictions that might be imposed to manage, reduce, or
eliminate the Financial Conflict include but are not limited to the following:

(ia)

publicPublic disclosure of the Significant Financial Interest in publications describingConflict (e.g.,
when presenting or publishing the research results);

(ii)

independent monitoring of the research; b)
For research projects involving human subjects
research, disclosure of the Financial Conflict directly to participants;

(c)

Appointment of an independent monitor capable of taking measures to protect the design, conduct,
reporting, and review of the research against bias resulting from the Financial Conflict;

(iii)

modificationd)
Modification of the research plan; or
(iv)
imposition of a holding period on the stock or other security in the case of a Significant
Financial Interest consisting of equity, in order to minimize the appearance of influence on
the outcome of the research;

(c)

Prohibition of the Conflict with steps to remove it, such as:

(g)

(i)
divestiture of the Significant Financial Interest;
Change of personnel or personnel responsibilities, or disqualification of the Covered
Individualpersonnel from participation in all or a portion of the research; or
severance of relationships that create actual or potential Conflicts; or f) Reduction or elimination of
the Significant Financial Interest (e.g., sale of an equity interest); or
Severance of relationships that create the Financial Conflict.

(d)

Postponement of consideration of the matter pending further information or investigation.

(ii) e)
(iii)

4.4.

Review and Disposition of Conflicts by the Conflicts Committee.

4.4.1.

Appeal to the Conflicts Committee - A Covered Individual may appeal a decision at his or her College on the
disposition of a Conflict involving himself or herself to the Conflicts Committee. In addition, if the case involves
a sponsored program funded through the Research Foundation, either the University’s Institutional
Representative or the Research Foundation’s Institutional Representative may independently appeal the
decision to the Committee. In a case not involving such a sponsored program, the Research Foundation’s
Institutional Representative may not appeal the decision to the Committee.
In the event a Covered Individual wishes to appeal a decision involving himself or herself to the Conflicts
Committee, the Covered Individual shall give notice and a statement of the reasons for the appeal in writing to
the College Conflicts Officer within thirty (30) days following the decision at the College. The College Conflicts
Officer shall promptly give the Covered Individual’s notice and statement to the University’s Institutional
Representative and (if the case involves a sponsored program funded through the Research Foundation) to the
Research Foundation’s Institutional Representative. The University’s Institutional Representative shall then
promptly give the Covered Individual’s notice and statement to the Chair of the Conflicts Committee, the
College President, and the College Provost or Provost’s Designee and, at such time, shall also give the Chair
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the decision and report and complete written record of the review and decision-making of the case at the
College.
In the event of an appeal by an Institutional Representative, the Institutional Representative shall, within thirty
(30) days following the decision at the College, give notice and a statement of the reasons for the appeal in
writing to the Chair, the appropriate College President,
The Conflicts Committee Administrator shall promptly send notice of the Conflicts Committee’s determination
that a Financial Conflict exists and a copy of the related management and oversight plan to the College
Conflicts Officer, and College Provost or Provost’s Designee, the Covered Individual involved. Ifthe College
Provost, the Investigator, any other individuals determined by the Vice Chancellor for Research, and, if the case
involves a sponsored program fundedproject administered through the Research Foundation, the Institutional
Representative making the appeal shall also give the notice and statements of the reasons for appeal to the
other Institutional Representative. At such time, the Institutional Representative making the appeal shall also
give the Chair the decision and report and complete written record of the review and decision-making of the
case at the CollegeLegal Department of the Research Foundation.
4.4.2.4.5.2. Composition of the Conflicts Committee - The University shall establish a fiveseven-member University-wide
Conflicts Committee consisting of the Vice Chancellor for Research or his or her designee, the President of the
Research Foundation or his or her designee, a College Provost designated by the EVCVice Chancellor for
Academic AffairsResearch, and twofour tenured University faculty members. These faculty members, who shall
be actively involved in sponsored programs, withresearch projects and shall have such other qualifications as
may be determined by the EVCVice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, andResearch, shall be nominated by a
College President or the University Faculty Senate and selected by the EVCVice Chancellor for Academic
AffairsResearch. The Committee shall include faculty members from twoat least three different Colleges and
represent at least three different academic disciplines. The College Provost and the faculty members on the
Committee shall serve a term of three years; provided, however, that onetwo of the faculty membermembers
nominated at the time of the formation of the Committee shall serve a terminitial terms of onlyone and two
years, respectively, so that the terms of the faculty members will be staggered. Faculty members may not
serve more than two consecutive terms. The Vice Chancellor for Research or his or her designee shall be the
Chair of the Committee. The Chair shall be a voting member of the Committee but shall vote only in the case of
a deadlock or to achieve a majority of the voting members of the Committee required for a decision under
Section 4.4.5. A member of the University’s Office of the General Counsel and/or a legal representative of the
Research Foundation shall attend all meetings of the Committee.4.5.5.
4.4.3.4.5.3. Meetings of the Conflicts Committee - The Conflicts Committee shall hold meetings with appropriate notice to
all participants on a schedule determined by the Chair based on the number of appealsFinancial Conflicts of
Interest that need to be reviewed and any applicable deadlines for review and reporting established by research
sponsors. Committee meetings shall require a quorum of a majority of the voting members of the Committee.
Members of the Committee may participate in meetings using voice or video-conferencing technology, provided
that all members receive copies of the materials to be discussed at the meetings in advance. The Chair or his or
her designee shall be responsible for setting the agendas for the meetings and distributing to Committee
members in advance of the meetings the disclosures of Covered IndividualsInvestigators, the decisions and
reports and complete written records of the review and decision-making of the cases at the Colleges, the
statements of the reasons for appeal, and other relevant materials. The College Conflicts Officer and the
College Provost or Provost’s Designee mayshall attend the portions of Committee meetings devoted to the
consideration of Financial Conflicts occurring at their College. A Covered Individual mayat his or her College,
and an Investigator shall be entitled to attend the portion of the Committee meeting devoted to the consideration
of his or her Conflict in order to present his or her appeal and may be represented by counsel or a union
representative at the meeting. Financial Conflict, but neither the College Conflicts Officer nor the Investigator
may be present for any discussion regarding the Committee’s determination of whether or not a Financial
Conflict exists or the development of a management and oversight plan. A member of the University’s Office of
the General Counsel and/or a legal representative of the Research Foundation shall attend all meetings of the
Committee.
4.4.4. Recusal Procedures - The College Provost seated on the Conflicts Committee shall not participate in the review or
decision of any case involving a Conflict of Interest at his or her College if he or she participated in the review or
decision for the disposition of such Conflict at the College pursuant to Section 4.3. In such a case, the EVC for
Academic Affairs shall designate the College Provost of a different College as a substitute to participate in the
Committee’s review and decision-making process. In addition, the EVC for Academic Affairs shall designate an
appropriately qualified individual to participate in the Committee’s review and decision-making process as a
substitute for a Committee member in a case where the Committee member has been recused in accordance
with the procedures set forth below.4.5.4. Recusal Procedures - The Conflicts Committee shall establish written
procedures for the recusal of a Committee member from participating in the Committee’s consideration of a
particular Financial Conflict of Interest in appropriate circumstances. The Committee shall make these
procedures available to interested parties upon request.
Any Committee member shall promptly recuse himself or herself from voting on, and shall exit the meeting
during consideration of, any specific case in which he or she has an actual bias or the reasonable appearance
of bias, or an actual conflicting personal interest or the reasonable appearance of a conflicting personal interest.
For the purposes of these recusal procedures, the term "bias" means circumstances under which a Committee
member would experience (or would reasonably appear to experience) impaired objectivity with respect to a
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case, and the term "conflicting personal interest" means circumstances in which the Committee member, or any
of his or her Family Members, has a financial interest that would be affected by (or would reasonably appear to
be affected by) the disposition of a case.
Although a recusal decision will ordinarily be made by the Committee member, the Chair (or, in the case of
recusal of the Chair, the EVC for Academic Affairs) may require recusal of a member under two circumstances.
First, any Committee member may be challenged for bias or conflicting personal interest by a Covered
Individual whose case is before the Committee. This challenge shall take the form of a confidential written
explanation that the Covered Individual transmits to the Chair (or, if the Chair is challenged, to the EVC for
Academic Affairs). If the Chair (or the EVC for Academic Affairs) concurs with the challenge, he or she may
require recusal of the Committee member. Second, if the Chair has actual knowledge or a reasonable belief,
based on competent information, that a Committee member has an actual bias or that a conflicting personal
interest exists (or if the EVC for Academic Affairs has such knowledge or belief regarding the Chair), the Chair
(or the EVC for Academic Affairs) may require recusal of the Committee member. In each case, recusal shall
not be required without providing the Committee member an opportunity to discuss whether or not recusal is
appropriate. If recusal of a Committee member is required for any reason, or if recusal of a challenged
Committee member is not required, a confidential written explanation of the decision shall be included in the file
for the case.
4.4.5.4.5.5.
Decisions of the Conflicts Committee - The Committee’s decisions regarding the disposition of a
ConflictFinancial Conflicts of Interest shall be made by a majority of the voting members of the Committee,
provided that in a case where the EVC of Academic Affairs has designated an individual to participate in the
review and decision-making process for a particular Conflict as a substitute for a Committee member recused
under Section 4.4.4, that individual shall be considered a voting member in place of the recused Committee
member. The Committeemembers of the Committee present at the meeting. The Committee’s decisions shall
be recorded in written minutes, which shall not include any identifying information about the votes of the
Committee members. The Conflicts Committee shall make a decisiondecisions regarding the disposition of a
Conflict involving a Significant Financial Interest not later than sixty (60) days after receiving complete and
accurate information about the Conflict and the decision made at the College. TheFinancial Conflicts of
Interest, including the development and implementation of a management and oversight plan, within thirty (30)
days after receiving the written report and complete written record of the review and decision-making process at
the College from the College Conflicts Officer shall, at the request of a Covered Individual, give the Covered
Individual complete information regarding the status of his or her appeal and shall, in any event, notify the
Covered Individual of the decision of the Conflicts Committee as promptly as possible; provided, however, that
earlier dates may be required to meet the notice requirements and reporting deadlines established by a
research sponsor. All decisions of the Committee shall be final.
4.4.6.4.5.6.
Authority of the Conflicts Committee - The Conflicts Committee shall review and make its decisions
regarding the disposition of all Conflicts involving a Significant Financial Interest by one or more of the means
described in Section 4.3.3. The Committee shall have discretion in reviewing and making decisions regarding
the disposition of theseall Financial Conflicts of Interest and may request and review additional relevant
information from Covered IndividualsInvestigators and other sources. The Committee shall annually review the
dollar amounts and other aspects of the definition of Significant Financial Interest in Section 5.146.16 and shall
have authority to revise the definition in order to comply with new requirements of Federal, state, or local laws
or regulations and, subject to approval by the University’s Board of Trustees, shall have authority to adjust
those amounts to account for inflation and other economic factors and to otherwise revise the definition. The
Committee shall have authority to interpret this Policy and shall give Covered IndividualsInvestigators and
College Conflicts Officers notice of its interpretative statements through periodic advisories as well as access to
the written minutes of Committee meetings appropriately redacted to preserve the confidentiality of the
individuals involved.

4.5.4.6. Confidentiality of Disclosures. Many of the matters brought to the College Conflicts Officers, College Provosts
or Provost’s Designees, College Presidents, Institutional Representatives, and members ofother officials at the College, the Office of
the Vice Chancellor for Research, the Research Foundation, and the Conflicts Committee for review and decision-making will
include information of a personal and private nature concerning the financial interests of Covered IndividualsInvestigators,
proprietary business information, and other information of a highly confidential nature. Accordingly, except as specifically provided
in this Section 4,4 or as otherwise required by Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, all College Conflicts Officers, College
Provosts, Provost’s Designees, College Presidents, Institutional Representatives, Committee membersother officials at the College,
the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, the Research Foundation, the Conflicts Committee, and others who participate in
Committee meetings as provided herein shall maintain all disclosed information in strict confidence and take necessary precautions
and actions to preserve the confidentiality of such information, and the Conflicts Committee shall meet in closed session.
Information disclosed under this Section 4 may be disclosed outside the University only ifas required by the source of funding ofor
support for the applicable research or by applicable lawFederal, state or local laws or regulations, and only after the University’s
Office of the General Counsel approves such disclosure and the affected Covered IndividualInvestigator is notified that the
information will be released.
4.7
Monitoring of Management and Implementation Plans. Whenever the Conflicts Committee develops and
implements a management and oversight plan, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, with the assistance of the College
Conflicts Officer, shall monitor the Investigator’s compliance with the plan on an ongoing basis until the completion of the research
project.
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4.6. 4.8. Reporting and Liaison to Research Sponsors. The Research Foundation’s Institutional RepresentativeOffice of
the Vice Chancellor for Research shall prepare all reports regarding Financial Conflicts of Interest that may be required by research
sponsors and shall send copies of those reports to the research sponsors (with copies to the Legal Department of the Research
Foundation) in compliance with the notice requirements and reporting deadlines established by the research sponsors. The Office
of the Vice Chancellor for Research shall function as liaison to research sponsors regarding the disclosure of Conflicts involving a
Significant Financial Interest by Covered Individuals and the disposition of those Conflicts by the College and the University.these
Financial Conflicts.
4.9
Knowledge of Policy and Applicable Laws and Regulations. The University requires each Investigator and
College Conflicts Officer to be familiar with this Policy on Financial Conflicts of Interest and all applicable Federal, state, and local
laws and regulations. The University shall provide and require training of Investigators and College Conflicts Officers in accordance
with any such laws and regulations.
4.7.4.10. Periodic Review of Policy. Not less frequently than every three years following adoption of this Policy on
Financial Conflicts of Interest, the Conflicts Committee shall conduct an evaluation of the provisions set forth in this Section 4 and, if
necessary, formulate amendments for consideration by the Chancellor andappropriate, amend this Policy, and any related Conflict
of Interest Procedural Documents, in order to comply with new requirements of Federal, state, or local laws or regulations or, subject
to the approval of the University’s Board of Trustees, for any other reason. The Conflicts Committee shall solicit comments from the
University Faculty Senate with respect to any such amendments to this Policy.
5.

Miscellaneous.

5.1.
Records Retention Requirements. All Covered Individuals shall retain all records regarding Conflicts of Interest
in accordance with The City University of New York Records Retention and Disposition Schedule, which is available at
http://policy.cuny.edu/pdf_source/rrs.pdf. Specifically with respect to disclosures of Significant Financial Interests related to a
sponsored research project and the review of, and response to, such disclosures by Colleges and University officials (whether or not
a disclosure resulted in a determination of a Financial Conflict of Interest), and all actions under Section 4 of this Policy, records
shall be retained for at least three years from the date the final expenditures report is submitted to the research sponsor.
5.2.
Sanctions for Violations of Policy. Any failure to comply with the provisions of this Policy may result in
disciplinary sanctions consistent with applicable collective bargaining agreements, up to and including termination of employment.
In addition, any failure by an Investigator to comply with the requirement to disclose Significant Financial Interests or with a
management and oversight plan regarding a Financial Conflict of Interest may lead to a loss and/or withdrawal of grant funding or
support, ineligibility to submit grant applications to research sponsors or to participate in research on behalf of the University, and/or
ineligibility to supervise the work of Investigators in research projects.
6.

Definitions.
As used in this Policy, the following words shall have the following meanings:
5.1.6.1.

Chair - The Chairperson of the Conflicts Committee, as described in Section 4.4.4.5.

5.2.6.2.

College - An educational unit of the University, including all senior colleges and community colleges, the
Graduate School and University Center (including, without limitation, the School of Professional Studies and,
the Graduate School of Journalism, and the CUNY School of Public Health at Hunter College), and the City
University School of Law, and the University’s Central Office.

5.3.6.3.

College Conflicts Officer - The individual at each College designated by the College President to perform the
functions described in Section 4.3.1.4.4.1.

5.4.6.4.

College President - The President or Dean of each College, as applicable. For purposes of this Policy, the
Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and University Provost (the “EVC for Academic Affairs”) or his
or her designee shall be deemed to be the College President of the University’s Central Office, except that the
Chancellor of the University shall be deemed to be the College President of the University’s Central Office with
respect to Section 3.3.

5.5.

College Provost - The Provost or Chief Academic Officer of each College, as applicable. For purposes of this
Policy, there will be no College Provost for the University’s Central Office, and the College Conflicts Officer for
the University’s Central Office will exercise the functions described in Sections 4.3.1(c) and (d) independently.

5.6.6.5.

Company - Any corporation, partnership, association, or other legal entity, excluding entities controlled by the
United States government, the State of New York, the City of New York, or the University. A Company shall be
deemed to include all of its affiliates and other associated entities.

5.7.6.6.

Conflict of Interest or Conflict - (a) An actual or potential conflict between the personal interests of a Covered
Individual and the interests of the University; or (b) the reasonable appearance of such a conflict.

6.7.

Conflict of Interest Procedural Document – Any document officially issued by the University to set forth
procedures for the implementation of this Policy.
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5.8.6.8.

Conflicts Committee or Committee - The University-wide committee that reviews disclosures by Covered
Individuals of Conflicts involving aInvestigators of Significant Financial Interests, determines whether or not
Financial Conflicts of Interests exist, and develops and implements management and oversight plans with
respect to Financial Conflicts of Interest and decisions regarding the disposition of those Conflicts at the
Colleges, as described in Section 4.4.4.5.

6.9

Conflicts Committee Administrator – The individual designated by the Chair of the Conflicts Committee to
perform various administrative functions for the Committee.

5.9.6.10. Covered Individual - Any individual who is, or at any time becomes: (a) an officer of the University; (b) a full-time
or part-time employee of the University; (c) a post-doctoral associate at the University; or (d) a student engaged
in faculty-directed research at the University other than as part of his or her coursework, whether or not the
student is paid for such engagement.
5.10.6.11. Family Member - Any person living in the same household as the Covered Individual, and any person related to
the Covered Individual within the third degree of consanguinity or affinity. Such related persons include the
Covered Individual’s spouse and the parents, children, siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, aunts and uncles,
nieces and nephews, cousins, great grandparents, and great grandchildren of the Covered Individual and his or
her spouse, and the spouses of these relatives as well. (For purposes of this Policy, a “spouse” includes a
domestic partner under applicable laws governing domestic partnerships and civil unions.) Please refer to
Section 3.5. A Covered Individual should consult the University’s Office of the General Counsel at
ogc@mail.cuny.edu if he or she has any questions about whether the provisions of Section 3 apply to his or her
situation.
6.12

Financial Conflict of Interest or Financial Conflict - A Significant Financial Interest that could directly and
significantly affect the design, conduct, reporting, or regulatory review of research at the University.

5.11.

Institutional Representative - The University’s Institutional Representative is the College Conflicts Officer of the
University’s Central Office. The Research Foundation’s Institutional Representative is the individual designated
by the President of the Research Foundation to perform the functions of such position, as described in Sections
4.3.2, 4.4.1, and 4.6.
Institutional Responsibilities – An Investigator’s professional responsibilities on behalf of the University,
performed in the course of and within the scope of the Investigator’s appointment or employment by the
University, which may include, for example, activities such as research, research consultation, teaching,
professional practice, institutional committee memberships, and service on panels such as Institutional Review
Boards.

6.13

5.12.

6.14

Provost’s Designee - A tenured faculty member at a College actively involved in sponsored programs who may
be designated by the College Provost to perform the functions described in Sections 4.3.1(c) and (d) with the
College Conflicts Officer.
Investigator - The project director or principal investigator and any other person, regardless of title or position,
who is responsible for the design, conduct, or reporting of a University research project, which may include, for
example, collaborators or consultants, whether or not such project director, principal investigator, or other
person is employed by the University or the Research Foundation.

5.13.6.15. Research Foundation - The Research Foundation of The City University of New York.
5.14.6.16. Significant Financial Interest - – The Conflict of Interest Procedural Document for research projects funded or
supported by a particular sponsor will set forth the definition of Significant Financial Interest applicable to such
projects. In the absence of such a definition in an applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural Document, the
following definition shall apply:
Anything of monetary value, including, but not limited to, salary or other payments for services (e.g., consulting
fees or honoraria); equity interests (e.g., stocks, stock options, or other ownership interests); and intellectual
property rights (e.g., patents, copyrights, and royalties from such rights).
The term does not include:
(a)

Salary, royalties, or other remuneration from the University;

(b)

Income from seminars, lectures, or teaching engagements sponsored by public or nonprofit entities;

(c)

Income from service on advisory committees or review panels for public or nonprofit entities;

(d)

An equity interest that, when aggregated for the Covered Individual and the Covered Individual’s
spouse and dependent children, meets both of the following tests: (i) does not exceed $10,000 in
value, as determined through reference to public prices or other reasonable measures of fair market
value; and (ii) does not represent more than a five percent (5%) ownership interest in any single
entity; or
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Salary, royalties, or other payments that, when aggregated for the Covered Individual and the
Covered Individual’s spouse and dependent children over the next twelve months, are not expected
to exceed $10,000.

5.15.6.17. University - The City University of New York.
5.16.6.18. Vice President for Administration - The Vice President for Administration (or individual with similar
responsibilities) of each College, as applicable. For purposes of this Policy, the Executive Vice Chancellor and
Chief Operating Officer of the University or his or her designee shall be deemed to be the Vice President for
Administration of the University’s Central Office.

NO. 5. COMMITTEE ON FACILITIES PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT: RESOLVED, That the following
items be approved:
A.

MEDGAR EVERS COLLEGE - BEDFORD BUILDING ELEVATOR REPLACEMENT PURCHASE OF
CONSTRUCTION BY BID:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorize the General Counsel to
execute a construction contract on behalf of Medgar Evers College to replace three elevators in the Bedford building.
The contract shall be awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder after public advertisement and sealed
bidding pursuant to law and University Regulations. The contract cost shall be chargeable to the City Capital Budget,
Project No. ME026-010-MEC, for an amount not to exceed $1,492,000. The contract shall be subject to approval as
to form by the University Office of the General Counsel.
EXPLANATION: Medgar Evers College will replace three elevators in the Bedford building. The aged elevators and
associated equipment are unreliable and unsafe. A full replacement and modernization is required to provide reliable
and safe elevator service to the College building occupants.
B. YORK COLLEGE – ACADEMIC VILLAGE AND CONFERENCE CENTER – AMENDMENT:
RESOLVED: That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorize the General Counsel to amend
the resolution adopted at the meeting of November 22, 2010 for a consultant contract with the firm of Ennead
Architects for professional design and construction related services as required for the Academic Village and
Conference Center Project at York College, CUNY Project No. YC-CUCF-04-09. The amendment is to authorize an
increase in the approved amount from $9,500,000 to $11,000,000. The total contract cost shall be chargeable to YCCUCF-04-09.
EXPLANATION: York College obtained funding to design a 160,000 gross square foot building at 94-43 159th Street
on the site currently occupied by the Classroom Building. The new building is being designed as a facility for student
services, and will also have a conference center (that will be available for use by the community), general instruction
spaces, administrative (one-stop registration) functions, lounges, study areas, support spaces, a relocated college
bookstore that will also be available to the community and gallery space. CUNY increased the scope to include,
among other things, more extensive site work and a high performance curtain wall appropriate to the exterior skin,
which requires CUNY to increase the scope of services to be provided by the consultant.
C.

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - LEASE RENEWAL AND MODIFICATION AGREEMENT AT 16
COURT STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, ON BEHALF OF CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorizes the Senior Vice Chancellor for
Legal Affairs to execute a ten-year lease renewal and modification, for approximately 48,000 rentable square feet of
space, at 16 Court Street, Brooklyn, New York, on behalf of the Central Administration. The lease shall be subject to
approval as to form by the University Office of the General Counsel.
EXPLANATION: The Central Administration has occupied 26,676 square feet office space at 16 Court Street in
Brooklyn since 2010 pursuant to a lease that will expire in November of 2012. New York City Technical College also
occupies approximately 6,698 square feet of office space at this same location under a DASNY swing space lease
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which will expire on May 31, 2013. Under the existing leases the total leased area is 33,374 square feet for a
combined annual rental of approximately $1,011,233 ($30.30/SF).
The new lease renewal and modification will combine both of these existing leases into one agreement for a new ten
year period. Besides extending the occupancy for the existing 33,374 square feet of office space, the new lease will
allow the University to add an additional 14,626 square feet for a total of approximately 48,000 square feet of space.
The base rent under the new lease will not exceed $1,632,000 ($34.00/SF). The University will be responsible for real
estate taxes over a new base year, electric costs and an annual operating escalation. The landlord will provide
cleaning, HVAC and repairs.
D.

BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE - ROOF REPLACEMENT:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorize the City University
Construction Fund to execute a construction contract on behalf of Borough of Manhattan Community College for the
installation of new roofs at the main campus building located at 199 Chambers Street. The contract cost shall be
awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder after public advertisement and sealed bidding pursuant to
law and University regulations. The contract cost shall be 50% chargeable to New York City Funds per CP 52343 and
50% chargeable to New York State Capital Construction Funds, Project No. 295910999 for an amount not to exceed
$4,2000,000. The contract shall be subject to approval as to form by the University Office of the General Counsel;
and be it further
RESOLVED, That City University Construction Fund be and hereby is authorized to enter into a contract with the
selected bidder for construction services.
EXPLANATION: The Borough of Manhattan Community College (BMCC) will demolish and replace the existing main
roofs covering the seventh floor, the mechanical system penthouse, fourth floor setbacks and theatre of BMCC’s
main building located at 199 Chamber Street. These new roofs will replace existing roofs that have reached the end
of their working lives and are now leaking causing water, mold and mildew damage to the building. This project will be
a CUNY managed project, and the contract will be held by the CUCF.
E.

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - CITY OF NEW YORK PROPERTY AGREEMENT:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York (the “Board”) authorizes the General
Counsel to execute all documents in connection with an agreement (the “Agreement”) with the City of New York
concerning the disposition of four properties, all located in Manhattan, that are owned by the Dormitory Authority of
the State of New York on behalf of CUNY : (a) the Brookdale Campus of Hunter College located at First Avenue and
25th Street; (b) the Master of Fine Arts Building site of Hunter College located at 450 West 41st Street; (c) the North
Hall Building site of John Jay College located at 445 West 59th Street; and (d) the CUNY headquarters building site
located at 535 East 80th Street (collectively, the “Subject Properties”), subject to the approval by the University Office
of the General Counsel ; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Board requests the City University Construction Fund to authorize and execute any documents
related to the Agreement, if necessary, or if desired by CUNY.
EXPLANATION: CUNY and the City have outlined a process to dispose of the Subject Properties. The City will waive
any reversionary interest that the City may have claimed in the CUNY headquarters and North Hall. CUNY will be
entitled to retain all proceeds from the sale of the CUNY headquarters, which proceeds may be utilized for such
purposes as may be determined by CUNY. In connection with the sale of North Hall, CUNY’s half share of the
proceeds, together with an equivalent amount from the City’s capital budget, will be used for the design and
construction of the New Community College.
The Brookdale Campus and the MFA Building will be transferred to the City for such purposes and uses as the City
may decide. In connection with the Brookdale Campus, the City will transfer an interest in a City-owned property
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located at 525 East 73rd Street to CUNY and will provide capital funding to CUNY in connection with the relocation of
certain of Hunter’s operations that are now being conducted at the Brookdale and main college campuses.

Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, the meeting was adjourned to go into Executive
Session at at 5:30 P.M.

SECRETARY AND SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR JAY HERSHENSON

(This is a detailed summary of the Board of Trustees’ meeting. The tapes of the meeting are available in the
Office of the Secretary of the Board for a period of three years.)
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MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE SESSION OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
HELD
SEPTEMBER 24, 2012
AT BARUCH COLLEGE VERTICAL CAMPUS
55 LEXINGTON AVENUE – BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
The Executive Session was called to order at 5:34 P.M.

There were present:
Benno Schmidt, Chairperson
Philip Alfonso Berry, Vice Chairperson
Valerie Lancaster Beal
Rita DiMartino
Freida D. Foster
Judah Gribetz
Joseph J. Lhota
Hugo M. Morales

Brian D. Obergfell
Peter S. Pantaleo
Kathleen M. Pesile
Carol A. Robles-Roman
Charles A. Shorter
Jeffrey S. Wiesenfeld
Terrence F. Martell, ex officio (non-voting)

Frederick P. Schaffer, General Counsel and Senior Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs
Jay Hershenson, Secretary and Senior Vice Chancellor for University Relations
Hourig Messerlian, Deputy to the Secretary
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein
EVC and University Provost Alexandra Logue
Executive Vice Chancellor and C.O.O. Allan H. Dobrin
Senior Vice Chancellor Marc V. Shaw
Vice Chancellor Frank D. Sánchez

Vice Chancellor Pamela Silverblatt
Vice Chancellor Gillian Small
Vice Chancellor Gloriana Waters
Vice Chancellor Iris Weinshall
Associate Vice Chancellor Matthew Sapienza

The absence of Trustees Wellington Z. Chen and Kafui K. Kouakou was excused.

The Board went into Executive Session to discuss legal matters.

Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, the Executive Session was adjourned at 6:06 P.M.

SECRETARY AND SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR JAY HERSHENSON
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